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1. INTRODUCTION 
Demands for high performance materials which can endure hostile environment such as 
high stress or high temperature are constantly increasing. Materials science has satisfied these 
demands by not only providing new kinds of materials but also improving properties of the 
present materials. The material properties are generally controlled by microstructure 
(processing), so understanding the relationship between microstructure and properties has 
been an important subject in the material science community. Often one is interested in a 
mechanical property such as strength. In this work, however, we will concentrate on an 
ultrasonic property which limits the detection of small flaws and hence the service life of 
component. 
In materials designed to operate in the hostile environment, even small defects may result 
in component failure. One of the examples is the DC-10 crash near Sioux City, Iowa in 1989' 
the cause of which was believed to be failure of a titanium turbine disk. The failure was 
attributed to by a crack initiated by a small hard alpha defect. The hard alpha defect is a 
region embrittled by nitrogen or oxygen atoms. These contaminants are introduced during 
processing, usually in the molten stage. Therefore, it is important to detect such small defects 
beforehand in order to prevent component failures. 
Generally, signals from small defects are also small and they are often screened by a 
material characteristic grain noise, as schematically shown in Figure 1. Therefore, a possible 
method to increase the detectability of small flaws is to reduce the grain noise (increasing 
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Signal from a Small Defect and Grain Noise. 
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the signal to noise ratio). The grain noise is controlled by microstructure, so relationship 
between the microstructure and the grain noise must be understood in order to develop 
systematic strategies to reduce the noise. Unfortunately, the high performance materials 
(especially multiphase materials) frequently show complex microstructures, which means that 
it is more difficult to understand the relationship. 
The main object of this research was developing an understanding of the relationship 
between the microstructure and the grain noise for multiphase materials. Existing models 
such as the Independent Scattering Model" (ISM) and General Backscattering Model® '" 
(GBM) define a noise parameter which is a material property and allow one to quantitatively 
measure grain noise. In addition, expressions are presented relating that parameter to 
microstructure for single-phased, equiaxed polycrystals. More details of those models will be 
discussed in chapter II. Based on the background work, the theory of grain noise in two 
phase alloys will be discussed in chapter III. 
Using the experimental setup shovm in Figure 2 and the ISM to interpret the data, the 
material characteristic parameter or figure of merit, FOM (square root of backscattering 
coefficient) was measured for several kinds of titanium alloys such as Ti-6246 (near beta 
alloy), Ti-64 (near alpha alloy) and Ti-17 (beta alloy). The experimental results will be listed 
in chapter IV along with available microstructures. 
According to those model, GBM, the grain noise is controlled by the two point 
correlation of elastic constants. It will be shown explicitly in section II.C and chapter III, that 
the backscattering coefficient is determined by the Fourier transform of the two point 
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Figure 2. Experimental Setup for Grain Noise Measurements 
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correlation function, < 5Cjju(r) 5Cpq„(r') >. Here, 6Cjjy(r) is an elastic constant deviation from 
an average at r and <..> denotes ensemble average. One of the aspects of this research was 
the evaluation of the two point correlation function for two phase alloys. However, as 
mentioned before, the evaluation is very difficult for the complex microstructures of 
multiphase alloys for the following reasons. 
First, compositional changes associated with alloying elements affect single crystal elastic 
constants. Polycrystal elastic constants are usually obtained by averaging the single crystal 
elastic constants (depending on averaging technique, results may be different). Therefore, the 
alloying elements also affect sample (polycrystal) elastic constants. This effect will be 
demonstrated in section III. A for the model system (Ti-64). 
Second, the most difficult complication is the presence of several dimension scales of 
microstructure. In multiphase materials, during cooling, crystallites of one phase sometimes 
grow in particular directions forming crystallographic orientation relationship with other 
phases. A few examples of phase transformations which may show such phenomenon are 
martensitic transformations and eutectic/eutectoid reactions. The martensitic transformation 
(diffiisionless transformation) occurs more easily during fast cooling. Many metals such as 
titanium alloys or steel show the martensitic transformation during quenching". The energy 
for the transformation is provided from shear stresses. Therefore, the transformation occurs 
in the direction where relatively small shear stress may cause the transformation. This is why 
there is a crystallographic orientation relationship between phases. The eutectic (eutectoid) 
reaction sometimes produces lamella structure both in metals'^, i.e., pearlite (ferrite and 
6 
cementite) and ceramics"•'^ i.e., ZrOj-CaO, CaO-MgO. In this case, the crystallographic 
orientation relationship is required to lower the surface energy of the interface'". 
It is possible for the crystallographic orientation relationship requirements to be satisfied 
by more than one combination. For instance, the relationship between martensitic a (HCP) 
and 3(BCC) in Ti alloys is 
{0002}„//{110}p (1); 
<1120>„//<lll>p (2). 
There are six possible variants which satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) (actually 12, but the crystal 
symmetry of the a reduces the number which are elastically distinct to six). Recall that a is a 
low temperature polymorph and P is a high temperature polymorph. When a sample of 
Ti-alloy is at high temperature (above the beta transus), it will contain only grains of P phase 
(macrograins after cooling). During the cooling of the sample, a' phase will grow in one of 
the possible variants. This results in collections of a' crystallites with the same orientation 
(colonies). This presence of colonies affects the two point correlation fiinction dramatically, at 
least for the titanium alloys. More details will be described in section III.B. It should be 
emphasized that in the titanium alloys of interest in this research, there are three scales of 
microstructure; crystallites, colonies and macrograins. In principle, each of them can 
contribute to the backscattering coefficient. An important objective of this research is to 
establish the relative magnitudes of these contributions. 
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n. BACKGROUND 
In this chapter, the theoretical procedures whereby one relates electrical signals, so called 
grain noise, to a material characteristic parameter will be described, as well as the relationship 
of the parameter to microstructure for single-phased, equiaxed polycrystals. Table 1 describes 
the theoretical models which are combined to produce the final result (backscattering 
coefficient as a function of microstructural parameters). The development of each model 
requires extensive mathematics, the discussion of which may not be entirely necessary for the 
present study. Therefore, only the necessary part of each model will be discussed briefly here. 
It is this body of knowledge which is the starting point for the original research described in 
chapters III-V. 
A. Auld's Electromechanical Reciprocity Relation" 
In general ultrasonic backscattering measurement, the ultrasonic wave is first generated 
by a transducer (piezoelectric material which converts electric energy to mechanical energy). 
Then the ultrasonic wave propagates into solids (often non-piezoelectric materials) and is 
scattered by an inhomogeneity which has diflFerent elastic properties fi-om the matrix. The 
scattered wave is received by a transducer (now converting mechanical to electrical energy), 
which may be the same as the generating transducer, and the electrical signal is displayed on 
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Table 1. Experimentally Measured Quantities and Outcomes of Various Models 
Model Measured Quantity Outcome 
Auld's Reciprocity Electrical Signal from a 
General Inhomogeneity 
Function of Displacement 
Field 
Thompson-Gray 
Measurement Model 
Electrical Signal from Single 
Scatterer 
Backscattering Coefficient of 
the Single Scatterer: 
Function of Electrical Signals 
ISM Electrical Signals from 
Multi-Scatteres (Grains) with 
Fluid between Transducers 
and Solids 
RMS Average 
Backscattering Coefficient; 
Function of Electric Signals 
GBS Electric Signals from 
Stochastically Described 
Medium 
RMS Average 
Backscattering Coefficient: 
Function ofMicrostructure 
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any oscilloscope. Therefore, the received signal is dictated by the properties of the scatterer, 
the transducers, etc. A general scattering geometiy is schematically illustrated in Figure 3. 
Auld's general electromechanical reciprocity relations can be used to separate the 
backscattering properties of the material from other parameters influencing the observed 
voltages (transducer efficiency, phase, ultrasonic propagation, etc.). This separation will be 
discussed in sections II.B-II.D. Here, the reciprocity relation itself will be reviewed. 
Auld's fundamental result is the expression 
Here, F, Vi and Ti respectively represent the electric transmission coefficient (transmitting 
transducer to receiving transducer), and the velocity field and stress field that would have been 
produced by one transducer in the absence of the scatterer. FF2 and T2 represents the same 
quantities in the presence of the scatterer. However, here the fields are those which would 
have been produced had the other transducer served as the generator. P represents electrical 
power carried to the transducer. Note that when there is no reflection in the scatterer-free 
medium, F becomes zero'®. 
Using the divergence theorem, Eq. (3) can be converted to a volume integral 
5 F  =  F ' - F  =  ; ^ J ^ ^ ( F , . 7 ' 2 -  r 2 ) . n d s  
1 r —> O —> O A (3). 
(4). 
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Figure 3. General Scattering Geometry 
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In tensor notation, Eq. (4) becomes' 
5r = :4Jv, (T,„(du„/dt) + (di.,/dt) T,u-T„(du,^/dt)-(du,/dt)T,„ )dn (5), 
where 
T|ij Qjkl ^^1 k ^ Qjkl^Ik.1 (^)' 
'^2i)~ (Qjkl ^Qjlel)l^"2k ^ ~ (^kl ^Qjkj) "2k,l 
V., = du,i/dt (8); 
V,. = du,i/dt (9); 
T,,„ = P<l=u,/<l't (10); 
T„j^-(p + Ap)d'u,/d=t (11). 
Here, u is a displacement field, and and p are respectively an elastic stiffness tensor and 
density of the scatterer-free medium while and Ap are changes of those due to the 
presence of scatterer. If Eqs.(6) to (11) are substituted into Eq. (5), then 
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5r = iJvp (Iiu,g/dt)u,u + p{du,/dt)(d=u,/ih) 
• (Ci,„ + AC,„)(du, ,ydt) u,u - (p + Ap) (du,/dt) (d=u„/d=t)] dfi (12). 
Since the displacement field (u) was assumed to be time harmonic fiinction (e'"') in Eq.(3), Eq. 
(12) becomes 
The Eq. (13) is a basic equation for of GBM. In GBM, it will be more rigorously evaluated to 
connect the grain noise to microstructure. 
Equation (3) describes the electrical signals produced by a scatterer as a function of the 
displacement and stress fields in the vicinity of the flaw. However, generally, these fields are 
not directly measured in practice'. What is usually measured or observed in a laboratory is 
electrical signal. Therefore, it is desirable to have formulae which can relate these electrical 
signals (voltage) to the geometrical properties of the flaw. 
The Thompson-Gray measurement model provides such a formula'^. As Figure 4 shows, 
an ultrasonic wave is radiated by a transmitter (time harmonic signal). The wave travels 
(13). 
B. Thompson-Gray Measurement Modef 
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transmitter 
( x l , y l , z l )  
scatterer 
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Fluid Solid 
Figure 4. Thompson-Gray Model Geometry. 
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fluid solid 
^polarization vector/^ 
u = X U exp(i w t) exp(...) 
r 
field point (xl, yl, zl) 
Atteniiation 
u =^x' U T expj^ (wt4^z0-klzl)]exp[-a020-alzl]C 
Transmission Plane Wave Remainder 
Coefficient Phase Propagagion 
phase term describing 
wavefront curvature 
(if probe is focussed) 
Figure 5. Change of Field Strength by Solid-Fluid Interface 
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through a liquid, passes through a liquid-solid interface and propagates to and is scattered by 
an inhomogeneity (scatterer). A part of the scattered wave will be received by the transducer 
B. In a pulse/echo system, the receiver and the transmitter are the same transducer. Here, it 
should be recognized that displacement fields in the liquid and solid are also different, as 
Figure 5 shows. The displacement fields in the solid can be expressed as a product of an 
initial amplitude, interface transmission coefficient, plane wave phase propagation factor, 
attenuation and a parameter, C which quantifies the effects of diffraction and focusing on 
beam strength. Reference[17] present the above discussion in greater detail. 
When this description of the radiated fields is combined with Auld's electromechanical 
reciprocity relation, the response from a single, small inhomogeneity is found to be 
6r = p [To,. C. p.] [To,, C, PJ [2Ap,v„/ik„aVo] (14), 
P ; ultrasonic system response (transducer efficiency); 
: interface transmission coefficients; 
: diffraction/focusing terms (beam model); 
P.rt> • propagation (phase and attenuation) terms 
(j-e., P. (x,., y,., z J = exp[-2i(koZo,+k, z,)] exp[-2(aoZo,+a,z,)] 
; tto/, : attenuation factor); 
A : scattering amplitude of the scatterer; 
k,: scattered mode wavenumber; 
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a ; transducer radius; 
PoVq, p,v, : fluid and solid acoustic impedances. 
Here, the geometrical and elastic parameters of the flaw, which is assumed to be small with 
respect to the beam, are described by the scattering amplitude A. If Eq. (14) is applied to the 
noise measurement geometry shown in Figure 6, it becomes 
5r = P C^(x, y, z) exp[-2i(koZo,+lc, z,)] exp[-2(aoZo,+a,z,)] [2Ap,v,/ik,a^PoVj (15), 
where values for v,, k, and a, are those appropriate for longitudinal waves in the solid. In this 
geometry, the incident angle is normal. Therefore, 
Toi = 2 PoVo / ( PoVo + p,v,) (16). 
Frequently, a reference signal is taken from the surface of the solid to obtain information 
about the transducer efficiency p. In that case, the reference signal is described by the 
equation 
5r = P Roo D exp[-2ikoZo, ] exp[-2aoZo  ^] (17), 
17 
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Figure 6. Noise Measurement Geometry 
(Noise was acquired from a number of different positions with the same water path, "L^. 
Signal averaging was performed at each transducer position to eliminate electronic noise from 
the backscattered wavetrain.) 
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where is the reflection coefficient at the front surface of the sample and D is a measure of 
the influence of distraction on the reference experiment. Equations (15) and (17) are the basic 
equations for further analysis of grain noise signals which will be discussed in the next section 
(ISM). In Eq.(15), it should noticed that scattering amplitude, A contains the material 
characteristics of the scatterer. For weak scatterers, it may be evaluated from Eq.(13) by 
assuming the fields of solution 2 (in the presence of the flaw) are the same as those of solution 
1 (incident fields in the absence of the flaw). The scattering amplitude will be directly related 
to backscattering in the next section. 
C. Independent Scattering Model 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the ISM was developed to extract a material 
characteristic parameter (FOM) from the grain noise signal. There are two forms of the ISM: 
ISMTB (Independent Scattering Model for Toneburst Pulse) and ISMBB (Independent 
Scattering Model for Broadband Pulse). More details of these models are discussed in 
Ref [1]. Both models share common assumptions such as 
i) no multiple scattering, 
ii) a well-defined, exponentially attenuating beam in solids (described by a 
Gaussian, or Gauss-Hermite beam model), 
iii) scatterers small compared to beam diameter, and 
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iv) scattering power which is the sum of noise powers scattered form individual 
grains. 
The models also require the same inputs such as diameter and focal length of the transducer, 
density, wavespeed, and attenuation coeflBcient of the liquid and solid, and a reference signal. 
The main difference between two models in terms of FOM is that ISMBB can provide the 
FOM as a function of frequency, which is of primary concern in this thesis. It should be also 
noted that in the ISMTB, one time point is used for analysis while in the ISMBB, an interval 
of time is used. 
1. Independent Scattering Model Toneburst (ISMTB) for Backscattered Noise 
As mentioned before, the ISMTB neglects multiple scattering. In addition, it assumes 
incident tone-burst pulses and incoherent superposition of backscattered signals from all 
grains within the specimen.'"' Based on these assumptions and the experimental configuration 
shown in Figure 5, one can derive an expression for the rms noise as follows. 
It is assumed that measurements are made in an immersion configuration with the 
transducer normal to the surface of the solid, so that longitudinally polarized waves are 
responsible for the noise signals. The signals backscattered from the grains in the solid are 
also received by the same transducer (pulse/echo mode). In this case, Eq. (15) may be used 
for fijrther analysis. 
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Let R(t) denote the time domain voltage signal appearing in the outgoing coaxial cable 
when the pulse/echo reference signal is acquired while the transducer was focused on the 
surface, and let dS(t,x,y,z) be the time-domain voltage signal appearing in the outgoing 
coaxial cable due to scattering by a single grain located at position (x,y,z) within the solid 
block, acquired when the transducer was a distance Z„ from the sample. rX©) and 
5r(co,x,y,z) are defined by the Fourier transform of R(t) and dS(t) respectively, as shown 
below 
(18), 
(19), 
(20), 
(21). 
Based on the model of Thompson and Gray," Margetan et al.^ showed that r^co) and 6r(co) 
could be expressed in terms of measurable parameters, as given below; 
r,(co)= i/RWe-dt, 
oo 
5r (co)= ^I<!S(t)e-^-dt, 
—oo 
R(t) = J r /co) e'"'dco 
—00 
and dS(t) = J 5r(a)) e'"' do. 
r,(co) = P Roo D(co) exp (-2ikoZ„-2aoZj (22); 
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5r((0) = [2pp, V, A((D,x,y,z) / ik,a-p(,Vo] C^((o,x,y,z) 
exp(-2i(k^z„+k,z,)-2(agz„+a,z,)) (23). 
If P in Eq.(23) is replaced by r,(co) exp(2ikoZ^^ + 2aoZj / (Rqo D(co)) from Eq.(22), then 
5r(co) = [2p,v,A(co,x,y,z)To,^C^((o,x,y,z)exp(-2ik,z,) 
exp{-2iko(Zo3-zJ-2a,z, - 2ao(z„-Zo,} r,(®) ] / [ika^poVoD(©)Roo ] (24). 
For a toneburst pulse, r,(co) is sharply peaked near cOq and all other factors except those of the 
form of exp(-2ikz), are more slowly varying functions of co. Therefore, if H(cOo) represents the 
slowly varying factors and constants, then 5r(©) could be expressed as a relatively simple 
function as follows, 
5r(ffl) ~ H((0o) r/w) exp[-2iko(Zo,-zJ-2ikjZj (25). 
Equation (24) may be used to obtain dS(t), the noise contributed in the time domain by the 
selected grain, by inverse Fourier transformation. The resulting equation for dS(t) is as 
follows. 
dS(t, X, y, z) = H(coo) R(t-to) (26), 
22 
where 
^0 ~ ^(^os • ^ ^0 ^ ^1 (27). 
If the time domain reference wave form is assumed to be a toneburst signal which is 
defined by an envelope function, E and frequency, cOq, 
R(t) = E(t)sin(cOot) (28). 
Then 
dS(t) = E(t-to) H(coo) sin(aio(t-to)) (29). 
Therefore, E(t-to) H((Oo) is the amplitude of dS(t, x, y, z). 
The final step is summing dS(t, x, y, z) over all grains to calculate the total noise 
signal. Since incoherent superposition was assumed, the square of the amplitude of the sum is 
the sum of the squares of the individual amplitudes. Therefore, for a time harmonic signal, 
< = 1/2 |H(c»0)E(t-t„)|' (30) 
where tg will vary from grain to grain. If one then replaces S.,, vwth J j J dxdydz, where n is 
a number of independent grains per unit volume, then 
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<[2..g™..dS(t)^]>= 1/2111 H(o)o,x,y,z)E(t-to)| ^r^dydz (31). 
Here, the factors in H(cOo) such as To,^p,v,exp(-2a|j(Z(^-Zoj)) / (R^^jPoaVoDk,) are independent of 
X, y and vary only slowly with z. In addition, if A is taken to be the rms average of the 
scattering amplitude, then the full expression is 
< [2^.iign«n5dS(t)^] To,V,v,exp(-2ao(Zo,-Zo,)) lG(z)| E(t-to)| exp(-4aizi)at] 
/[R«,PoaVoDk,] (32). 
where 
Giz) = \\\C\x,y,z,(£iQ)\dxdy (33). 
This gives the mean squared grain noise signal at time t when E(t) is the pulse envelope of the 
front surface reference echo on the same time axis. Therefore, the root mean squared (rms) 
grain noise, N(t) can be expressed in the simple form, 
N(t) = (FOM) M (34), 
where M varies slowly with time. Here, 
FOM = W^A (35). 
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This model is quite attractive because it directly relates the noise signals to the 
experimental parameters. However, it is based on the heuristic assumption that noise power 
adds incoherently. Furthermore, it does not directly lead to a computational form, since the 
properties of the effective medium, are needed to evaluate the scattering amplitude. 
Therefore, A still need to be defined. The GBM will provide the relation of the FOM to the 
properties of the effective medium later in this chapter 
2. Independent Scattering Model BroadBand Pulse (ISMBB) for Backscattered Noise. 
As mentioned earlier, the ISMBB extends the ISMTB to provide an equation for the 
rms average amplitude of a given spectral component of the noise (FOM), computed from 
noise signals acquired in a finite time interval. Using Eqs. (15) and (16), the Fourier 
component of the backscattered echo at angular frequency co may be approximated as follows. 
5r((o) = p((o) To,'C^(co, x,y,z) exp[-2(aoZo, + a,z,)] exp[-2i(k^Zo,+k,z,)] 
[2Ap,v, / ika'poVo] (36). 
and rX©) = P((o) Roo D((o) exp(-2aoZo,) exp(-2ikoZoR) (37). 
Then, the noise signal average over the grains in the scanned region, R, will be 
< |6r2 |>=<Z,15ri |2> (38). 
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Using a similar method to that employed in the former section, one can derive the following 
result, 
= Vw^rmJJJPl C(a))| ''exp(-4aizi)dxdydz]"2 
[2To,2poV,exp(-2aoZo,+2aoZo,) / ( Rook,a^poVo P(co)|)] (39). 
Here, a factor, P was introduced to recognize that one of the assumptions of the analysis, that 
a confined time window contain all the signals from R (region of interest) and nothing from 
outside of R, is not rigorously true in practice. The detailed argument is in Ref [1]. It should 
be noted that Eq.(39) can provide FOM as a function of frequency from rms noise 
measurements. 
D. General Backscattering Model (GBM)'"'° 
In section II. A, Auld's reciprocity theorem is used to relate the backscattered signal 
amplitude 6r to 5Cyy and 5p for the case of a single scatterer. In this section, it will be 
shown how the SCy^ and 5p terms will change when this approach is extended to the case of 
multiple scatterers (grains). This will lead to the determination of the feature of the 
microstructure which should be analyzed to predict the FOM. In this analysis, single 
scattering by a grain is also assumed as in the ISM, and materials are assumed to be, 
macroscopically, spatially uniform and isotropic®. 
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If the elastic constant deviation is small, then one can use the Bom approximation*"; in 
which the displacement fields for the scattered wave are approximated by those of the incident 
wave (u, j ~ u^i in Eq. (13)). This approximation is expected to be valid for the early time 
portion of the signal when the main beam is not significantly attenuated®. Then substituting all 
of these displacement fields into Eq.(12) and performing fiirther manipulations which can be 
found in the original papers leads to the result 
sroc ^/^,t<«=5p(u!')'-6C,a(u»</»'in (40)'. 
Backscattered power can be evaluated fi-om the amplitude via 
P(co) o c  <5r(a))5r»> (41) 
where 5r*(a)) is the complex conjugate of 5r(co). Let u° = e, exp[i(k,rj - cot)] where e, is 
polarization unit vector and kj is wave vector, and dQ =dV. Then Eq.(41) can be expressed 
by 
< 5r(co) 6r((o)> Qc 6p(r) 5p(r') >(e,ej)' 
- 2k.k, co^<5p(r) 6Cjjy(r')> epepe,e^+ kjk,k<,k, 
<5Cjjy(r) 6Cp^(r')>eje^epeJexp[2i(k,r, - cot)] exp[-2i(k,r', - cot)] (42). 
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If the material is single phase, or there is little density difference between phases, all the terms 
involving 5p can be ignored (in Ti-64 which will be our model system, 5p is often ignorable as 
well). Then, 
Following Rose's argument®, it is convenient to explicitly show the contributions of 
individual crystallites to 50^^ 
Here, ^(r) denotes the characteristic function that is defined to be one inside the I'th crystallite 
and zero elsewhere while the elastic constants of the I'th crystallite are assumed to be constant 
and denoted by c'^jy. C°ju is the average elastic constant in the Voigt approximation. The 
following assumptions were also made by Rose'. First, the variation in elastic constants is 
weak (this was also assumed in Bom approximation). Second, the variation in the elastic 
constants in different crystallites is statistically independent. Third, the variation in the elastic 
constant of the I'th crystallite and its characteristic function are statistically independent. 
These assumptions simplify the mathematics and are reasonable for randomly oriented, 
single-phase polycrystals. Unfortunately, the second and third are not always true in some 
< 6r(co) 5r(a))> oc jcPrfd^r' kjk,k<,k,<5Cijy(r) 5Cp,„(r')> e^e^epe, 
exp[2i(kjrj - cot)] exp[-2i(kjr'j - ot)] (43). 
^ ijkl'/('')] * C ijkl (44). 
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multiphase materials, as was mentioned in the Introduction and will be discussed in chapter III 
in detail. However, in this review of previous work, the case of single phase material with 
randomly oriented grains is considered to provide the physical concepts while will provide a 
foundation for the more general and complex backscattering theory, for the multiphase case. 
The <6Cjjy(r) 6Cp^(r')> is called the two point correlation function of the elastic 
constants. By introducing Eq.(44) and the third assumptions, it can be shown that the 
two-point correlation function becomes 
When I is not equal to J, based on the second assumption, < Sc'jjy Sc'p.^, > = 0 and for single 
phase material < Sc'jj^ 6c'pq„ > and < y(r)y(r') > will be the same for all crystallites . 
Therefore, 
where N is the number of crystallites. The < Y'(r)y(r') > is actually a function, P(r-r') that 
determines the probability that two points, r and r', are in the same grain. 
The evaluation of this integral is simplified by redefining r and r' as follows, 
<6Cijy(r) 5Cp<^(r')> = 2 Z < Sc'^jy Sc'^^ > < y(r)yV) > (45). 
<5C,jy(r) 5Cp<p,(r')> = N < Sc'^j^ 6c'p^ > < y(r)y(r') > (46) 
i"i = I, + s/2 (r = L + s/2) (47). 
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and r, = ij - Si/2 (r = r - s/2) (48). 
As shown in Figure 7, drdr' = drds, then 
< 5r(c(,) 5r(o>)> « + s/2) 6C^(r, - s/2)> 
exp(-2ik|s )^ kjk|k,k, e,e^e,e (49). 
Therefore, using Eqs. (46) and (49), 
< 5r(ffl) 5r*(o)> oc < 6c' > kjk,k,k, 
P(s) exp[-2ikiSi] (50). 
Here, jt/'r is volume of a sample, Q. For longitudinal backscattering in direction (e,=0; 
®2~0; e3=l), Eq.(50) becomes 
< 6r(co) 5r*(to) > oc < 5c'3333 6c'3333 > k' I cPrjcPsPis) exp[-2ikiSj (51), 
where k = k3. If P(s) is redefined as was done in Rose's derivation'. 
P(s) = <voP> p(s) / Q (52), 
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dr' 
dr 
r 
dr dr' = dr ds 
Figure 7. Redefinition of Variables. 
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where vol denotes the volume of a grain. Notice that Q = N<vol>. Therefore, Eq.(51) 
becomes 
< 6r(co) 6r*(co)> X < 5c'iju 5c'p^ >k' (<voP> / <vol>) f cPsp(s) exp[-2ikiS.] (53). 
Eq. (53) is analogous to the equation derived by Rose for longitudinal backscattering.' 
If < 5c'jjy 5c'pq„ > is redefined as < 5Cjju >, then rest of terms except Q in 
Eq.(51) are equal to FOM^ which was evaluated in ISM. In summary, following equation 
results for the wave longitudinally polarized in r^ direction. 
FOM^ = < 5C3333 5C3333 > k^ d's P(s)exp[-2ikis.] (54). 
This equation relates the FOM to the microstructure through the elastic constant 
correlation and, grain size distribution. Therefore, for single phase, randomly oriented grains, 
once the single crystal elastic constants and micrographs are provided, the FOM may be 
calculated. The P(s) can be evaluated from micrographs using the PASCAL program in 
Appendix I. A comparison between experimental and theoretical FOM's is presented in Table 
2. The former were deduced by measuring the rms noise and solving an equation of the form 
of Eq. (34) for the FOM. The latter was obtained using Eq.(54) with the input determined 
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from analysis of micrographs as detailed in Appendix I With no adjustable parameters, 
experiment and theory were in agreement to within a factor of 2. Since a number of factors 
such as twin boundaries were neglected in this analysis, this is considered to be a good result. 
Table 2. Comparison between Experimental Data and Theoretical One. 
Materials Grain Diameter Frequency Theoretical FOM Experimental FOM 
(Microns) (MHz) (Cm"") (Cm-1/2) 
alpha-Ti 64-112 15 0.021-0.048 0.035-0.042 
304 SS 100 5 0.021 0.032-0.038 
Cu 150-300 5 0.044-0.124 0.06-0.08 
m. BACKSCATTERING THEORY FOR TWO PHASE ALLOYS 
In the Introduction, it was mentioned that the relationship of the backscattering 
coefficient of multiphase materials to microstructure is more complicated than that of 
single-phase materials especially when there are crystallographic orientation relationships 
between phases. Two-phase titanium alloys are a good example. Since titanium alloys are 
widely commercialized as advanced materials, studying them serves practical interests as well 
as scientific ones. Figure 8 shows good example of the complicated backscattering behavior 
of grain noise in Ti alloys'. The FOM was measured through each of three orthogonal sides 
of four Ti-6246 samples with different processing histories (Table 3). The samples, Al, A2 
and B2 showed severe anisotropy in the FOM, while the difference between the average FOM 
(average of three sides) among samples was less pronounced. More importantly. Figure 9 
shows that almost the same microstructure was observed on three orthogonal planes of the 
samples having anisotropic FOM's. Later, it was found that there is another scale of structure 
(macrostructure) which is believed to be related to the anisotropy of the FOM (Figure 10). 
Note, for example, that when measurements yielded large values of the FOM, the ultrasonic 
waves were propagating perpendicular to the elongated macrostructural elements, which we 
believe to be related to prior beta grains. In contrast, one of the samples, Cl showed isotropic 
behavior and also had equiaxed macrograins, as shown in Figure 11. This macrostructural 
difference can be attributed to the fact that its final anneal was above the beta transus. It is the 
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Figure 8. FOM of Ti-6246 at 15 MHz 
Table 3. Processing History of Ti-6246 Samples (Beta transus = 1775 °F) 
Sample Anneal Temperature Anneal Time Cooling Method 
A1 1670°F 1 hr Air Cool 
A2 1745"^ 1 hr Air Cool 
B2 1745°F 8 hr Water Quench 
CI 1795®F 1 hr Air Cool 
MICROETCH METALLOGRAPHY 
OF TI-6246 
specimen A2 
rV. 
»VL: 
312X 312X 
Figure 9. Microstructure of A2 
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Figure 10. Macrostructure of A2 
MACROETCH METALLOGRAPHY 
OF Ti-6246 
specimen C1 
Figure 11. Macrostructure of C1 
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development of a theory which quantitatively explains this effect that is a major purpose of 
this dissertation. 
In the last chapter, it was established that the rms grain noise can be calculated if the 
material characteristic parameter, FOM is known. Furthermore, a model was reviewed 
(GBM) which related that FOM to the two-point correlation of elastic constant perturbations 
for single phase, randomly oriented microstructures. In this chapter, that prior work will be 
extended by developing a theory relating the FOM to the microstructure of two-phase alloys. 
The general ideas which will be developed in detail are summarized here. The FOM, which is 
controlled by the spatial Fourier transform of the two point correlation function can be 
calculated as follows; 
i) calculate elastic stiffnesses, Cjjy(r) and Cp^(r') at arbitrary points r and r' 
(involves a tensor rotation of crystallite elastic constants by appropriate Euler 
angles); 
ii) calculate deviations of these stiffnesses from their average value, 6Cjjy(r) 
and 5Cp^(r') (the average should be obtained by the Voigt techniques, to be 
consistent with the framework of the GBM); 
iii) calculate the product of the deviations, 5Cjjy(r)5Cp^(r') 
iv) calculate < 5Cijy(r)5Cp^„(r') > by averaging over all orientations, weighted 
by any orientation relationships that exist.. 
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In Eq. (49), in the single-phase case, the two point correlation function is a product of 
two factors ; an elastic constant factor and a probability factor. The two point correlation 
function of two-phase microstructures also has these two factors, although they are embedded 
in a more complicated expression. The elastic constant factor is dependent on single ciystal 
elastic constants which are affected by allojnng element and texture. One the other hand, the 
probability term is more affected by geometrical factors such as grain shape, size, etc. All of 
those are deeply related to the processing history. Figure 12 schematically shows the 
relationship. The following sections. A, B and C will discuss how to quantify the effects. As 
a final result, an equation for the FOM in two-phase microstructures will be shown for 
equiaxed structures and numerical results will be presented for a variety of case with 
elongated structures. 
A. Effects of Alloying Elements 
Here, we will concentrate on the alloy Ti-6A1-4V (Ti-64) as mentioned before. This 
material is of interest because it is one of the most commonly used commercial titanium alloys. 
Moreover, because there are only two alloying elements, it serves as a model system for more 
complex alloy systems. Our objective is to estimate the crystallite stiffnesses and relate them 
to average stiffness that would be observed at various dimension scales. This latter 
information will serve as input to our calculations of the two-point correlation and FOM. 
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Figure 12. Effects of Processing to Two Point Correlation Function 
In subsections 1 and 2, we briefly review the relevant phase diagrams and elasticity theories. 
Subsections 3 and 4 present our estimates of the single crystal and polycrystal stiffnesses of 
the alpha and beta phases respectively of both pure and alloyed titanium. Subsection 5 then 
considers polycrystals of the most commonly used two-phase alloy, Ti-64. 
Here, attention is given to the influence of processing history on the microstructure 
and chemistry, and hence on the local elastic stiffnesses, of the material. These discussions are 
illustrated by consideration of several examples in which the stiffnesses are estimated on a 
variety of dimension scales ranging from that of local crystallites through colonies and prior 
beta regions to an entire sample. In subsection 6, as a test to validate our theory, the sample 
averages are compared to values of Young's modulus, reported in the literature for two-phase 
alloys, in those cases in which sufficient information is available to estimate the composition of 
the two phases. A discussion of the results of this section and future directions follow in the 
subsection 7. It is desired that this chapter could provide specific values of the elastic 
constant term in two-point correlation function, which is necessary for quantitative evaluation 
of the backscattered coefficient (FOM) in two-phase alloys. 
I. Phase Diagram Consideration 
At room temperature, the alpha phase (HCP) of pure Ti is stable while at high 
temperature, the beta phase (BCC) is stable. However, after addition of beta stabilizers such 
as V, the beta phase can exist at room temperature, as can be guessed from Figure 13(a)^'. 
Figure 13. Phase Diagrams of the Ti-V Systems (a) 0 wt.% A1 (b) 6 wt.% A1 
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These two phases coexist in complex microstructures depending on processing history. In 
most commercial alloys, additional alloying elements are added to produce desired mechanical 
properties*\ For example, A1 serves as an alpha stabilizer in the near-alpha alloy Ti-64. 
Figure 13(b) shows how the binary phase diagram of the Ti and V system is modified 
by 6 wt.% of The line, A indicates Ti-64. As the phase diagram shows, at high 
temperature (above the beta transus), only the beta phase exists and below the beta transus, 
both the alpha and beta phases coexist. However, as the temperature decreases further, more 
of the beta phase transforms into the alpha phase. The phase diagram provides valuable 
information such as the chemical composition or volume ratio of each phase (lever rule), 
which in turn determine the elastic stiffiiesses of crystallites and bulk samples as will 
subsequently be discussed. 
Generalization of the lever rule to the ternary case shows that there is significant 
partitioning of the alloying elements within the alpha and beta phases, with A1 preferentially 
residing in the alpha phase and V in the beta phase. However, the complete ternary diagram is 
not presently available, and partial understanding must be gained fi-om binary phase diagrams 
such as the one shovm in Figure 13(b). Generally, alloying elements push up or dowTi the beta 
transus. For instance, beta stabilizers such as V will lower the beta transus, while alpha 
stabilizers such as A1 will raise it. 
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2. Influence of Anisotropy on Single and Polycrystal Elastic Moduli 
Before presenting our estimates of the crystallite elastic stiffnesses, a brief review of 
some of the elements of the theory is appropriate. Generally speaking, there are two 
characteristics of the crystallite stiffhesses that are of interest, their average values and their 
anisotropies. In the case of macroscopic moduli of polycrystals, the average stiffhesses are of 
primary interest when the crystallites have random orientation. However, when preferred 
orientation (texture) is present, the anisotropies of the crystallite stiffhesses become important. 
This anisotropy also plays a role in determining the attenuation and backscattering. For 
example, in randomly oriented single-phase polycrystals, it is the anisotropy of the crystallite 
stiffhesses that is responsible for attenuation^^'^" and backscattering. In multiphase polyciystals 
with random orientations. Rose has shown that both the phase-to-phase contrast in average 
elastic moduli and the anisotropies of the individual phases play distinct roles in 
backscattering'. When phase-to-phase correlation of orientations develops, even more 
complex relationships are found. Here, we will review a few elements of the theory of single 
crystal and polycrystal elasticity to provide a background for the future discussions. 
In a single crystal, stress o and strain e are related by the anisotropic elastic stiffness, 
C and compliance, S tensors according to the relations (in reduced matrix notation) 
a, = Cif Sj (55) 
(56), 
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where the C and S matrices are reciprocal and the superscript '"0" denotes single crystal 
values. The number of independent elements of these matrices depends on the crystal 
symmetry, being three for the BCC and five for the HCP structures of interest in this project"'. 
In a polycrystal, a variety of procedures have been developed to predict macroscopic 
(averaged over many crystallites) moduli. Here, attention will be restricted to the simplest of 
these, the Voigt^®, Reuss^' and Hill^® approximations. In the former, the strain is assumed to 
be constant from crystallite to crystallite, and the average stress is related to that strain by the 
Voigt elastic stiffnesses 
where <...> denotes ensemble average. Similarly, the Reuss compliances are based on the 
assumption that stress is constant from crystallite to crystallite, with the result 
The Reuss stiffnesses are the inverse of these compliances. For randomly oriented, single 
-phase polycrystals, it can be shown that the Voigt and Reuss moduli are upper and lower 
bounds. The Hill moduli, their arithmetic mean, is often taken as a first approximation. 
Within these approximations, detailed expressions are available in the literature for 
randomly oriented^"' or textured polycrystals of cubic^'"^° or hexagonal phases" ", to which 
(57), 
pR = < q 0 > 
^ ijld ^ijld (58). 
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Table 4. Elastic Stiffnesses for BCC and HCP Polycrystals in the Voigt Approximation. 
Isotropic Elastic Stiffnesses BCC HCP 
C,, = A, + 2|4. (3C°„+2C''„+4C°J/5 (SCii+SCV^C^.j+SCU/l 5 
^44 ~ M- (3CVC°„-C°,^/5 (7C''„-5C'',j+2C''„-4C''„+ I2C°„)/3 0 
C,2 = A, (4C''„+C'',.-2C''^)/5 (Cii+SC ,j+CV8C°,3-4C'',,)/15 
the reader is referred. By way of example, the Voigt approximation for the stifl&iesses of a 
randomly oriented polycrystal is given in Table 4 for the cubic and hexagonal cases, 
respectively. In this randomly oriented case, the polycrystal stiffnesses are isotropic (C,, - Cj, 
= 2C44). Preferred orientation breaks this condition. 
A familiar measure of the magnitude for the anisotropy for cubic crystallites is the 
quantity, 
C° = C„-C,,-2C^ (59). 
One can also write C° = 2(C'-C44), where 
C = (C„-C.,)/2 (60) 
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controls the velocity of a shear wave propagating in the [110] direction with [iTO] 
polarization and C44 controls that of a shear wave propagating in the [100] direction with 
[010] polarization. The ratio 
k = C^IC (61) 
is another measure of anisotropy (A = C44 / (2Co + cj). 
The parameters C and A have been studied extensively by the solid state physics 
community. For example, it has been argued that high values of A (low C) are associated 
with soft phonon modes and hence are intimately related to phase transformations from a 
BCC high temperature phase to a close packed low temperature phase'^. These anisotropics 
are ultimately related to the electronic structure of the material and can be correlated with the 
electron per atom ratio'^. Since alloying influences this ratio, the anisotropics would be 
expected to be intimately related to the change in P-transus with alloying in titanium. 
Because a hexagonal crystallite has five rather than three independent stiffnesses, a 
complete description requires three measures of anisotropy in addition to the two elastic 
moduli required to describe an isotropic material. Different combinations of stiffnesses or 
compliances have been proposed for those anisotropy measures'' but their interpretation in 
terms of fundamental electronic states has not been developed to the knowledge of the 
authors. 
For the purpose of this thesis, we will be guided in our definition of anisotropy 
measures by the angular dependence of the ultrasonic wave speeds following discussions of 
Musgrave^® and Auld". The below measures of anisotropy then suggest themselves. 
Bqt = C^/[{(C„ + C33)/2-C.3}-CJ (62) 
(63) 
(64). 
Here, C,, and C33 control the velocities of longitudinal waves propagating in and perpendicular 
to basal plane, respectively. controls the velocity of a shear waves both propagating and 
polarized in the basal plane. controls the velocity of a shear wave propagating 
perpendicular to the basal plane (any polarization). The remaining factor, appearing in Eq. 
(62) controls the velocity of a shear wave propagating at 45° to the c-axis and polarized in the 
plane defined by the c-axis and that direction in the limit of weak anisotropy. These 
anisotropy measures can be related to the anisotropies of the speeds of ultrasonic waves of 
polarization indicated by the subscripts. Note that, in the limit that the symmetry is increased 
fi-om hexagonal to cubic, Bsh->1, and Bqj->A. 
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3. Elastic Moduli of A Ipha Phase 
a. Pure Titanium 
At room temperature, the equilibrium state is the alpha phase (HCP). For pure 
titanium, the single crystal elastic stiffnesses were measured by Bradfield^', Fisher and 
Renken^' and Flowers et. al.^'. The average of the values from those three sources, as 
tabulated by Hearmon'" are listed in Table 5. 
An important consequence of the anisotropy of these elastic constants is the 
directional dependence of the ultrasonic velocities. Figure 14 illustrates this by presenting the 
slowness (reciprocal phase velocity) surfaces'® in the meridian plane, based on the elastic 
stiffnesses in Table 5 and a density of 4.54 g/cm'. Since the ultrasonic velocities of hexagonal 
materials are transversely isotropic, this plot fully characterizes the ultrasonic response of the 
material. Note that the velocity of longitudinal waves propagating along the hexagonal axis is 
6% less than that of waves propagating in the basal plane (Bql = C33/C,, = 1.13)"^. 
Table 5. Elastic stiffnesses of Alpha Phase Single Crystal in GPa 
C,. •c., C,3 C33 C44 ®0T ®SH 
160 90 66 181 46.5 35 1.131 0.802 1.329 
Figure 14. Slowness Curves of Alpha Phase of Pure Titanium (for Waves Traveling on xz 
Plane, A: Polarized in the Direction Normal to xz Plane (Pure Shear), B: Polarized 
in the xz Plane (Quasi Shear), C: Polarized in the xz Plane (Quasi Longitudinal). 
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It is interesting to contrast this to the anisotropy of Young's modulus (E(hexagonal 
axis)/E(basal plane) = Sj/Sjj = 1.41)'", which is considerably greater. The anisotropy of the 
elastic stiffnesses, is of interest in considerations of ultrasonic properties since we are 
generally concerned with plane elastic waves having a single strain component. On the other 
hand, the anisotropy of the elastic compliance, S,j, is of more interest in analysis of structural 
response, where one is often concerned with a single stress component. The fact that these 
ratios are so different is an example of the richness of anisotropic elasticity and one of the 
reasons that carefiil consideration of the anisotropic elastic constants is of importance. It is 
also of interest to note that the measures of shear elastic wave anisotropy, Bq^i. and differ 
from unity by greater amounts than the measure, Bq^. 
b. Titanium Alloys 
The alpha phase may be softened, stiffened, or have its anisotropy modified by alloying 
elements depending on the lattice sites occupied by those elements and how they influence the 
electronic structure. For instance, Fedotov"^ studied the variation of elastic moduli (E and G) 
of polycrystals against amounts of A1 or V. For low concentrations of alloying element 
additions, the results were approximately as follows. 
dE/dAl = 2.2 % / wt.% of A1 (65) 
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dE/dV =-4 .2%/wt .%ofV (66) 
dG/dV = -4.2 % / wt.% of V (67). 
No measurements of single crystal elastic stiffnesses with these alloying elements are known 
to the authors. It could be expected that the effects would depend on direction. For example, 
Williams and Starke state that "as A1 is added as a solid-solution strengthening agent, all of 
the a-phase elastic constants increase, but the increases are more rapid normal to [0001] than 
along it. Thus addition of A1 to a-Ti increases the modulus but reduces the anisotropy 
This statement is consistent with the polycrystal data of Fedotov. However, neither Williams 
and Starke nor their primary references quantify this relationship for Al, and since we are 
aware of no comparable data for V, we will neglect anisotropy changes and assume that the 
elastic stiffhesses (C.^' s) all vary by the same rates, namely 
dC,j / dAl = 2.2% / wt.% of Al (68) 
dC,j / dV = -4.2% / wt,% of V (69). 
Equations (68) and (69) may be iested by comparison with other independent 
experimental data. Based on the assumptions and equations such as those in Table 4 (random 
orientation), values of Young's modulus were calculated for a selected range of wt.% Al. 
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Then these data were compared with experimental values measured by Graft et. al**, as Figure 
15 shows. The calculated data are a little higher in all cases (4.6% higher in case of Hill's 
average). However, the samples were prepared by arc melting followed by hot forging into 
rods, whose modulus was determined via extension vibration. This processing would likely 
introduce mild texture and produce an offset of the moduli from the isotropic estimates. 
Hence, the agreement is considered reasonably good. Therefore, the assumptions 
incorporated into Eqs. (68) to (69) will be used in further calculations. 
4. Elastic Moduli of the Beta Phase 
a. Pure Titanium 
As Figure 13(b) shows, the beta phase of pure titanium only exists at elevated 
temperature. Petry et. al."*' used neutron scattering to measure phonon dispersion curves at 
1020 °C, which is just above the phase transformation point. The authors observed a band of 
low frequency and strongly damped phonons extending along the Brillouin surface from 
T[iYo] 1/2 (110) to L 2/3 (111), which they relate to the displacements necessary for the two 
martensitic phase transitions from BCC to co (under pressure) and from BCC to HCP (upon 
lowering the temperature). 
The initial slopes of the dispersion curves provide elastic stiffness information. The 
resulting data are listed in Table 6. Figure 16 shows elastic wave slowness curves computed 
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Figure 15. Young's Modulus vs. Al Composition for Alpha Phase: Theory and Experiment 
Figure 16. Slowness Curves of Beta Phase of Pure Ti at 1020 °C 
(a) {100} (b){110} 
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Figure 16. (continued) 
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from this data and a density of 4.50 g/cm^ for waves propagating in a {100} plane (a) and a 
{110} plane (b). There is an elongation of the slowness curve for the pure shear mode 
propagating in [110] and polarized in [iTo] which indicates a softening effect in this direction. 
Specifically, the velocity is reduced by a factor of 1.62 with respect to propagating along a 
cube axis. The corresponding anisotropy factor, A=2.64, is presumably associated with 
proximity to the phase transition. 
b. Titanium Alloys 
Measurement of elastic stififtiesses of single crystals of the beta phase at room 
temperature requires stabilizers. For example, by heavy doping with beta stabilizers (more 
than 20 wt.% V), the beta phase single crystal may exist even at room temperature, as can be 
seen in Figure 13(a). Several investigators have studied the effects of V on the single crystal 
Table 6. Elastic Stiffnesses of Beta Phase Single Crystal at 1020 °C in GPa 
C„ C.: C44 c C A 
129 101 37 -46 14 2.64 
elastic constants^^ '^''^ with the results listed in Table 7. Figure 17 shows this data graphically. 
It is interesting that the data is fitted well by a linear regression and that the elastic anisotropy, 
A, increases as one decreases the V content and moves closer to the phase transition. 
The effect of A1 on the single crystal elastic stiffnesses of the beta phase are again 
unknown to authors. Therefore, an assumption based on the polycrystalline data will be used 
as was done in the alpha phase case. Elfer and Copley"^ measured Young's modulus of 
polycrystals of the beta phase while varying the concentrations of several impurities, including 
A1 and several transition metals. The result of a regression analysis of the data indicates that 
dE / dAl = 2.2%/wt.% A1 (70). 
In the absence of other data, it will be assumed that single crystal elastic stiffnesses of beta 
phase also will increase 2.2% / wt.% Al. It should be noted, however, that the fact that A1 
stabilizes the alpha phases suggests that it will increase the anisotropy of the beta phase at 
room temperature by increasing the proximity to the phase transition temperature. 
As a consistency check, it is useful to compare Elfer and Copley's observations of the 
effects of V on the Young's modulus of P polycrystals to estimates based on the single crystal 
elastic stiffiiesses in Table 7. Young's modulus of a series of Ti alloys with 25 to 45 wt.% V, 
12 wt.% Mo/Cr and 5 to 8 wt.% Al were measured by Elfer and Copley. Based on an 
analysis of the measured data, the dependence of Young's modulus on each element was 
measured. We have subtracted the estimated dependence on Mo, Cr and AJ fi-om the 
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Table 7. Elastic Stiffnesses of Beta Phase Single Crystal at Room Temperature in GPa 
( a ; Re£38, b ; Ref46, c ; Ref.47) 
wt.% 
V 
28' 29.4" 38* 38.5" 40= 53* 53" 71* 73^" 79' 
C„ 141.1 140 148.6 149 148.8 177.3 167.6 200.8 192.6 196.6 
C., 103.9 99.5 100.4 100.5 100.8 114.7 105.1 111.2 111.4 110.4 
C.4 39.8 39.7 40.8 41 40.5 41.3 41.3 43.8 41.6 41.2 
c -42.4 -38.9 -33.4 -33.5 -33 -20 -20.1 2 -2 3.8 
c 18.6 20.25 24.1 24.25 24 31.3 31.25 44.8 40.6 43.1 
A 2.14 1.96 1.693 1.691 1.688 1.319 1.322 0.978 1.025 0.956 
Figure 17. Least Square Fit of Table 6 (a) C,, = 102.39+1.27 (wt.% V); 
C44 = 38.81 + 0.0456 (wt.% V); C,^ = 92.869 + 0.259 (wt.% V) 
(b) Anisotropics of Beta Phase vs. V wt.% 
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measured values of Young's modulus to obtain estimates of how various levels of V would 
have affected the data. The results, along with additional data of Graft et. al.*" and Fedotov''® 
on Ti-V alloys, are compared to the Voigt, Reuss and Hill estimates from the single crystal 
elastic stiffnesses in Figure 18. The moduli from Elfer and Copley, Graft et. al. and Fedotov 
are slightly higher than those calculated from single crystal elastic constants in any of these 
schemes. Considering that texture, which also could increase Young's Modulus, may have 
been present in the samples of all cases due to processing, the agreement is considered quite 
reasonable. 
The elastic anisotropy measures, C and A, depend strongly on V concentration. For 
example, C°~-C44 at the lower range, a behavior similar to that of pure Ti at 1020 °C, 
whereas C''~0 for 70-80% V. Figure 19 and 20 show the slowness surfaces in these two 
cases. In case of Figure 19(b) (28 wt.% V), there was relatively large anisotropy in the pure 
shear mode polarized in [iTo] direction showing the softening effect, a result quite analogous 
to that shown in Figure 16(b) for pure Ti. On the other hand. Figure 20(b) (79 wt.% V) 
shows much less anisotropy. In other words, decreasing beta stabilizers, i.e., V, promotes 
softening of the [110] propagating, [iTo] polarized phonon associated with transforming into 
alpha phase. This is analogous to the effect of decreasing the temperature in pure Ti. 
5. Predictions of the Elastic Stiffnesses of Ti-6Al-4Vfor Various Microstructural Scales as 
Influenced by Processing 
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Figure 18. Young's Modulus of Beta Phase: Comparison between Theoretical Calculation 
and Experimental Values 
Figure 19. Slowness Curves of Beta Phase wdth 28 wt.%V (a) Waves Traveling on (010) 
Plane (A: Polarized in [010] Direction (Pure Shear), B: Polarized in the (010) Plane 
(Quasi Shear), C: Polarized in the (010) Plane (Quasi Longitudinal)) (b) Waves 
Traveling on (10) Plane (A: Polarized in [iTO] Direction (Pure Shear), B: Polarized 
in the (10) Plane (Quasi Shear), C: Polarized in the direction parallel to (10) Plane 
(Quasi Longitudinal)). 
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Figure 19. (continued) 
Figure 20. Slowness Curves of Beta Phase with 79 wt.%V (a) Waves Traveling on (010) 
Plane (A; Polarized in [010] Direction (Pure Shear), B: Polarized in (010) Plane 
(Quasi Shear), C: Polarized in the (010) Plane (Quasi Longitudinal)) (b) Waves 
Traveling on (iTo) Plane (A; Polarized in [iTO] Direction (Pure Shear), B; 
Polarized in the Direction Parallel to (iTo) Plane (Quasi Shear), C: Polarized in the 
Direction Parallel to (10) Plane (Quasi Longitudinal)). 
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Figure 20. (continued) 
The elastic stiffnesses of two-phase alloys are complicated by (a) possible 
crystallographic orientation relationships between the phases as a consequence of the prior P 
->a solid-state transformation and (b) phase-to-phase compositional variations. Each of 
these is strongly influenced by processing history, a fact that is intimately related to the wide 
variety of thermo-mechamical treatments that have been developed to manipulate the 
mechanical properties of titanium alloys. The widespread technological application and 
limited alloying elements of Ti-64 have led to its selection as a model system for these 
discussions. Here, we will consider three idealized processing sequences and consider their 
effects on the elastic stiffnesses averaged over a variety of dimension scales. In each example, 
the expected microstructure from the presumed heat treatment will be explained briefly. After 
that, the crystallite stiffiiesses, corrected for composition, will be considered for each phase. 
These will then be averaged over various dimension scales, corresponding to microstructural 
features of the sample such as colonies and prior beta grains. Finally, the average sample 
moduli, assuming random orientation, will be estimated. The latter will be compared to 
available experimental data in the next section. 
For simplification of our example calculations, a couple of assumptions are made. 
First, a simple anneal followed by water quenching or air cooling is assumed. During water 
quenching, little diffusion should occur. As a result, the transformed beta is assumed to be 
hexagonal phase (a') which has a needle-like structure with the same composition as the beta 
phase'"'''. In this case, little beta phase will be present after cooling. During air cooling, 
difRision of solutes may occur resulting in acicular alpha phase. In this case, the composition 
of the alpha phase is different from that of the beta phase, but it is more likely for the beta 
phase to remain after cooling because diftlision of V (into the beta phase) allows a more stable 
beta phase to be formed. In both cases, the microstructure can be qualitatively similar and 
crystallographic orientation relationships between P and a' exist, which will be discussed later. 
In some cases, the transformed beta has the orthorhombic phase (a")". However, since we 
are not aware of single crystal elastic stiffness information about the a" phase, the 
orthorhombic phase will not be considered in this thesis. In the final example, the annealing 
temperature is assumed to be below the beta transus but above M, so that there will be no co 
phase formed. The reason for this assumption is again the lack of knowledge of the single 
crystal elastic stiffnesses of the o phase. 
a. Sample Annealed above the Beta Transus and Water Quenched 
If the sample is annealed above the beta transus (about 980 °C), only the beta phase 
exists initially, as Figure 13(b) shows. These grains of the beta phase are called prior beta 
grains. During cooling, most of the beta phase will convert to the a' phase via a martensitic 
transformation. Since there is a crystallographic orientation relationship between the prior 
beta grain and the a' which was discussed in the Introduction, the prior beta boundaries 
survive in this processing step, defining macrograins. Within a macrograin, there will be 
strong relationships between the crystallographic orientations of the a' needles. However, the 
orientation of each macrograin will generally be independent fi^om that of neighboring 
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macrograins. Hence, the needles of a' may be assumed to be oriented randomly when 
averaged over several macrograins. In this idealized processing sequence, no macroscopic 
texture is expected although that is an important additional consideration in many commercial 
processing sequences involving deformation. 
Since no diffusion can occur, alloying elements are distributed homogeneously through 
out the sample. Therefore, grains of a'have 6 wt.% A1 and 4 of V. The elastic 
stiffhesses corrected for the composition are listed in Table 8. Because of the assumption of 
proportional change, the anisotropy parameters will be the same as shown in Table 5. In these 
calculations, we assumed a linear dependence of stiffness on composition of the alloying 
element, as discussed previously. In this and subsequent tables, we will present five or six 
significant figures, considerably more than is supported by the original data. This will allow us 
Table 8. Crystallite Elastic Stiffhesses of a Sample Annealed above the Beta Transus and 
Water Quenched (GPa) 
phase c„ C33 C44 c., C,3 
a' 154.24 174.45 44.3 33.74 86.76 63.62 
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to examine the relative effects of the averaging scheme, but should not be taken to indicate an 
expectation of absolute accuracy. 
Inside the macrograins, a' needles grow in preferred directions. There is a 
crystallographic relationship due to the martensitic transformation, between the orientations of 
the a' needles and the prior beta, which affects the calculation of average elastic moduli. The 
relationship was described in Eqs. (1) and (2). There are 6 possible combinations of such 
orientation relationships (variants), which can each be described by the following set of three 
Euler angles: 
i) rotate the a crystallite (j) about [0001]^ until <1120>^ meets the trace of 
{no}p, 
ii) rotate the a crystallite 0 about [lOTo]^ until {0001 is parallel to {110}p, 
iii) rotate the a crystallite v|/ about [0001]^ until <1120>^ is parallel to <lll>p. 
The operations, i) and ii) will satisfy Eq. (1) and iii) will satisfy Eq.(2). 
Within a prior beta macrograin, all 6 variants will generally be found. If we assume 
that they occur with equal volume fractions, then the average stiffiiess of the macrograin must 
have cubic symmetry. Table 9 presents the moduli for this case. It is interesting to note that 
the anisotropy is significantly reduced by averaging over 6 variants, and that the sense of this 
anisotropy, i.e. whether it is greater or less than unity, depends on the averaging scheme 
employed. Note, however, that unequal fractions of the variants will significantly increase the 
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anisotropy. When viewed at the overall sample level, the material must be isotropic. The 
average stiffnesses can be obtained directly from the crystallite stiffnesses in Table 8. Table 
10 presents the average moduli for this case. 
b. Sample Annealed above the Beta Transus and Air Cooled 
As mentioned before, in this case, acicular a also grows in certain directions as 
martensites do, but solutes are allowed to diffuse into favorable sites. A1 prefers to reside in 
the alpha phase and V prefers in beta phase. Here, all A1 is assumed to be in the alpha phase 
and all V is in the beta phase. In addition, the beta phase is assumed to contain approximately 
30 wt.% V to maintain a stable BCC structure, which means that the volume fraction of the 
Table 9. Prior Beta Macrograin Average Stiffnesses for the Sample of Table 8 (GPa) 
Scheme C,, C,2 C44 C° C A 
Voigt 157.293 73.184 42.978 -1.848 42.055 1.0219 
(6 Variants) 
Hill 157.159 74.219 41.922 -0.904 41.47 1.0109 
(6 Variants) 
Reuss 157.026 75.254 40.866 0.04 40.886 0.9995 
(6 Variants) 
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Table 10. Average Moduli for the Overall Sample of Table 8 (GPa) 
X+2^ X E v 
Voigt 158.032 72.814 42.609 112.098 0.315 
Hill 156.995 73.033 41.834 110.305 0.318 
Reuss 155.958 73.843 41.058 108.503 0.321 
beta phase should be less than 13.3%. Therefore, the following compositions and volume 
fractions of each phase are assumed for the calculation: a' (87 %, 6.8 wt.% Al) and P (13%, 
30.77 wt%V). The corresponding crystallite moduli are presented in Table 11. The 
crystallographic relation, which was discussed in subsection 5.1, implies a correlation in the 
moduli in the two phases. Suppose for example, that the basal plane of alpha is parallel to 
(T10) and [T2T0] is parallel to [iTl], so that the Euler angles, (|), 6 and cp will be -45, -90 and 
125.26 respectively. Table 12 is the result of rotation of the elastic stiffnesses of the 
crystallites with those angles. The results are expressed in the coordinate systems of (a) the 
alpha phase and (b) the beta phase. In either of those representations, components are 
introduced in the rotated coordinate system that were zero before rotation. 
During a martensitic transformation, regions of prior beta macrograins will transform 
into each of the 6 variants. A continuous region of one variant is a colony, and its average 
stiffnesses (averaged over volume fractions of a and P) can be computed from those of the a 
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and p phases (Table 11), with the results shown in Table 13. These colony moduli will thus 
have triclinic symmetry. 
Prior beta macrograin and overall sample average stiffnesses are presented in Table 14 
and 15 respectively assuming equal probability of 6 variants. Note that there is also a 
significant increase in average sample stiffhesses compared to the water quench case, and that 
there is a significant increase in prior beta macrograin anisotropy mainly due to the large 
anisotropy of the beta phase, whose orientation is the same in each variant. This example 
Table 11. Crystallite Elastic Stiffness of Sample Annealed above Beta Transus and Air 
Cooled (GPa) 
^33 ^44 C| 2  C, 3  
P 141.494 141.494 40.212 40.212 100.848 100.848 
a' 183.936 208.078 53.456 40.236 103.464 75.874 
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Table 12. Crystallite Stiffiiesses in a Variant of the Sample of Table 11 (C,^ = C,„ = C,,, 
^55 " ^44' ^24 ~ ^14' ^25 ~ ^15' ^26 ~ ^le)' 
Phase Coordinate 
System 
c„ C.2 C.3 C33 C44 
a' a' 183.936 103.464 75.874 208.078 53.456 
P a' 165.802 85.378 92.009 159.171 31.373 
a' P 189.397 82.484 89.669 183.936 46.846 
P P 141.494 100.848 100.848 141.494 40.212 
Phase Coordinate 
System 
Cee C.4 C34 C,5 C35 
a' a' 40.236 0 0 0 0 
P a' 24.742 -22.107 44.215 22.107 -44.215 
a' P 60.067 0 0 0 0 
P P 40.212 0 0 0 0 
Phase Coordinate 
System 
C45 C.a C3« C4« C56 
a' a' 0 0 0 0 0 
P a' 88.386 -44.193 88.386 22.107 -22.107 
a' P 66.102 60.354 -13.795 0 0 
P P 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 13. Average Stiffnesses in Alpha Coordinate System of one variant of the sample of 
Table 11. (GPa) 
C„ Cn C,3 C33 C44 
181.579 101.113 77.972 201.72 50.585 
Cm C34 C,5 C35 
38.222 -2.874 5.748 2.874 -5.748 
C.5 C,6 C35 c.. C56 
11.49 -5.745 11.49 2.874 -2.874 
Table 14. Prior Beta Macrograin Average Stiffiiesses in Beta Coordinate System for the 
Sample of Table 11 (GPa). 
Scheme Cn Cn C.4 c C A 
Voigt 181.586 89.038 49.818 -7.088 46.274 1.077 
(6 Variants) 
Hill 181.411 88.995 49.719 -7.042 46.208 1.076 
(6 Variants) 
Reuss 181.236 88.951 49.64 -6.995 46.143 1.076 
(6 Variants) 
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Table 15. Average Stiffhessses for Overall Sample of Table 11 (GPa) 
X+2(J. X E V 
Voigt 184.421 87.621 48,4 127.978 0.322 
Hill 183.054 88.304 47.377 125.587 0.325 
Reuss 181.688 88.979 46.354 123.185 0.329 
shows that similar microstructures may have different elastic stiffiiesses and related properties, 
which are caused by crystallite level differences (composition or volume ratio). 
c. Sample Annealed below the Beta Transus 
If the annealing temperature is in the alpha+beta region, initially, both alpha and beta 
phases are present. The composition of each phase can be obtained if a proper phase diagram 
is provided. For the exact calculation, it is necessary to have ternary phase diagram with tie 
lines. Unfortunately, that is not available so far. However, Fopiano et. al. measured the 
compositions of alpha and beta grains of a Ti-64 sample which was annealed at 850 °C with a 
replica electron microscope". According to their data, the alpha phase (75 vol.%) has 6.9 
wt.% Al and 2.6 wt.% V, and the |3 + a' (25 voI%) has 4.4 wt.% Al and 8.2 wt.% V (the 
sample had 6.2 wt.% Al and 4 wt.% V). Tables 16-18 show respectively show the crystallite, 
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the macrograin and the sample average stiffnesses under the assumption of 75% a (6.9 wt.% 
Al, 2.3 wt.% V), 22% a' (4.659 wt.% Al) and 3% P (75.83 wt.% V) after aging. Generally 
speaking, the results are somewhat closer to those of air cooled sample than to those of the 
water quenched sample that had been annealed above the beta transus. 
6. Comparison to Reported Two Phase Polycrystal Data 
The microstructures mentioned in the last subsection may be achieved by proper 
processing, i.e., heat treatments. Since such microstructures are frequently found in 
commercial alloys, many other researchers have studied their relationship to properties, 
including Young's modulus. Here, our estimated values of Young's modulus will be compared 
to the experimental results by other researchers . 
Table 16. Crystallite Elastic Stiffness of Sample Annealed below Beta Transus and Air 
Cooled (GPa) 
c„ Cn C.3 C33 C44 
a 168.832 94.968 69.643 190.991 49.067 36.932 
P 198.744 112.533 112.533 198.744 42.267 42.267 
a' 176.4 99.225 72.765 199.552 51.266 38.587 
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Table 17. Prior Beta Macrograin Average Stiffnesses in Beta Coordinate System of Sample 
of Table 16 (GPa) 
Scheme c„ C.4 c C A 
Voigt 
(12 Variants) 
175.275 81.567 47.062 -0.415 46.854 1.004 
Hill 
(12 Variants) 
175.197 81.54 47.012 -0.365 46.868 1.003 
Reuss 
(12 Variants) 
175.119 81.512 46.961 -0.316 46.804 1.003 
Table 18. Average Stiffhessses for Overall Sample of Table 16 (GPa) 
?i,+2(A X E V 
Voigt 175.441 81.484 46.979 123.757 0.317 
Hill 174.329 82.036 46.147 121.828 0.32 
Reuss 173.217 82.587 45.315 119.89 0.323 
Lee and Welsch studied Young's moduli of texture-free samples annealed at various 
temperatures". They prepared 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1200 "C STQ (Solution-Treated and 
Quenched) samples which went through further treatment (aging, oxygen contamination) for 
study of the effects of those treatments on Young's modulus. In the sample annealed at 
800 °C, they reported the presence of metastable beta and a" (orthorhombic phase) which 
were found to be softer phases that made the Young's modulus decrease. This is related to 
the softening of beta phase that was discussed in subsection 4. However, since the a" is not 
treated in this thesis, this case will be excluded from the comparison. In the sample of interest 
(1000 °C STQ), they mentioned that only a' existed, and the resulting microstructure was 
similar to that discussed in subsection 5.a. The oxygen free value of Young's modulus data 
was obtained by extrapolation from experimentally measured values at different levels of 
oxygen concentration to obtain Eo(HT), the Young's modulus of an oxygen-free alloy as 
influenced by heat treatment (HT). These experimental values are compared to our 
theoretical estimates of subsection 5.a in Figure 21. Here, we have employed our estimate in 
the Hill approximation and have dropped all digits beyond the decimal since, as noted 
previously, we do not believe that more than this accuracy is retained an absolute sense. The 
agreement was very good (less than 1% difference). 
In order to achieve the microstructure of subsection 5.b, the sample should be 
annealed above the Tp first and cooled slowly^ to the a + P region or aged after quenching to 
allow dififijsion of solutes'^ ". Lee et. al.'® and Yoder et. al." separately measured Young's 
modulus from samples aged after quenching. As also shown in Figure 21, their results agreed 
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Figure 21. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Young's Modulus of Two Phase 
Alloy in GPa ( A: Annealed above Tp and Quenched, B; Annealed above Tp, 
Quenched and Aging, C: Annealed at 850 °C and Quenched, D: Annealed at 
850 °C, Quenched and Aging) 
quite well to each other. Furthermore, our theoretical value from subsection 5.b also showed 
only 6% difference from those results. However, it should be noticed that the samples were 
mechanically worked before annealing which could introduce weak texture effect even though 
heat treatment may relax the existing texture. 
A sample with similar microstructure to that discussed in subsection 5.c was prepared 
and studied by Fopiano and Hickey Jr.". They observed that Young's modulus increased as 
the amount of beta phase increased by decomposition of a' during aging (12.8% increase with 
3% beta phase). The beta phase amount was measured using an x-ray diffractometer^'. The 
theoretical calculation of subsection 5.c corresponded to the results after aging. The same 
calculation was repeated for the microstructure (a + a') that would have existed prior to aging 
(6.9 wt.% A1 and 2.3 wt% V in a: 4.4 wt.% A1 and 8.2 wt.% V in a'), and Figure 21 includes 
both results. It was thus assumed that, during aging, diffusion is allowed, so that V exists in 
beta phase and Al in alpha as discussed in subsection 5.c. There was 7% difference between 
prediction and experiment before aging and 1% after aging. Here, the samples were also 
exposed to relatively weak mechanical work. The mechanical work provides strain energy 
which promotes recrystallization during aging. Depending on the amount of work and aging 
temperature, different recrystallization texture may result. Generally, weak mechanical work 
and high aging temperature result in random texture after aging®°. This can explain the better 
agreement between theoretical and experimental value after aging. 
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7. Summary of AI laying Element Effect 
The heat treatment of Ti alloys affects the elastic stiffnesses significantly by changing 
the composition of each phase and the relative orientation of the ciystallites. These effects are 
of interest on a variety of dimension scales, ranging from the sample averages which control 
Young's modulus and structural stiffness to the prior beta macrograin, colony and crystallite 
scales, which control uhrasonic properties such as backscattered noise and attenuation. To 
provide a basis for understanding these effects, we have reviewed single ciystal elastic 
stiffness tensors and polycrystal moduli reported in the literature for pure and alloyed titanium 
in the alpha and beta phases. Based on these values, it has been predicted the elastic 
stiffnesses that would exist on the above dimension scales, as influenced by the compositional 
changes and crystallographic relationships implied by various processing sequences. 
As a test of these predictions, the results have been compared to values of Young's 
modulus measured by several authors after various heat treatments with quite favorable 
results. On no occasion was the difference greater than 7%, and it was often considerably 
less. A major factor appears to be associated with the distribution of V. Aging tends to 
increase the modulus since it allows V to diffuse from the alpha to the beta phase, thereby 
stiffening each phase. 
A number of interesting effects can be found in the stiffnesses averaged over the 
various microstructural scales. As the scale grows, the anisotropy generally decreases 
because one averages over more orientations. In fact, assuming equal volume fractions of 
variants, the anisotropy of a prior beta macrograin is quite small. The beta phase has a 
considerably greater anisotropy than the alpha phase, a result believed to be a consequence of 
soft phonon modes related to the BCC HCP martensitic phase transformation. The 
stiffhess contrast between the alpha and beta phases is strongly influenced by the distribution 
of A1 since diffusion from beta to alpha decreases the stiffnesses of the former and increases 
the latter, enhancing their contrast. On the other hand, diffusion of V from alpha to beta has 
little effect on contrast, since the stiffnesses of each are increased by this change. Each of 
these effects can thus be expected to have important influences on ultrasonic attenuation, 
backscattered noise and beam profile fluctuations, which are controlled by the two-point 
correlation of elastic stiffnesses, as discussed in the Introduction. For instance, the amount of 
beta phase appears closely related to the elastic anisotropy at the macrograin level, and grain 
noise may also related to the amount of beta phase. The detailed study of such relationships is 
believed to be an important topic for further study. 
More material science investigations are also needed to refine the above calculations. 
For instance, the effect of A1 on the single crystal elastic stiffnesses was taken from polycrystal 
data. Hence it was not possible to consider any effects of changes in elastic anisotropy 
induced by alloying. Nevertheless, the above discussion shows that if the microstructure is 
property understood, the average elastic moduli and anisotropy of a polycrystalline sample can 
be estimated on a variety of dimension scales through relatively simple equations. A PASCAL 
program used to calculate Cjj is presented in Appendix II. 
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B. Effects of Geometrical Factors 
So far, the effects of material chemistry (alloying element) have been discussed. These 
effects explain how different processing procedure can result in different values of elastic 
constants which define the elastic constant factor that appears in the two point correlation 
function. Therefore, the alloying effects offer one explanation of why the grain noise level is 
different from sample to sample. However, alloying effects does not explain the fact that 
there is rather a significant difference from direction to direction in a single sample. Figure 8 
shows a good example of the anisotropic behavior of grain noise in single sample. As pointed 
out in the last section, variation in the same sample is much more pronounced than the 
difference among samples This section offers an explanation of such behavior by relating the 
two point coordination function to geometrical factors such as grain size and shape. An 
important ingredient in this discussion is an understanding of the relationship between the 
crystallographic texture of various microstructural elements. 
There are several microstructural scales in Ti-alloys. Figure 22 illustrates a model 
structure consisting of macrograins, colonies, and crystallites. Such a structure might be 
developed if a casting were rapidly cooled, such that the beta grains which formed during 
solidification were converted to transformed beta via a martensitic transformation. Because of 
the crystallographic relationship described in Eqs. (1) and (2) of the Introduction, the 
transformed beta would have an orientation characteristic of one of six elastically distinct 
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Figure 22. Different Scales of Microstructure and Their Relationship 
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variants. Thus the structure would consist of the three dimension scales shown in Figure 22: 
macrosgrains, colonies and crystallites. As described, the macrograins and colonies would be 
expected to have equiaxed structures with the crystallites being elongated due to the 
characteristics of martensitic transformation. If this simple process were modified by working 
in the beta field, one might expect the macrograins to become elongated with the colonies 
remaining equiaxed. On the other hand, working in the alpha+beta field would produce 
elongation of both macrograins and colonies. 
In commercially important processing sequences, the steps followed and 
microstructures developed are more complex. However, the above structure appears to be 
simple enough to analyze yet complex enough to contain many elements of reality. Hence it 
will be the basis for the analysis in this chapter. 
To simplify the problem fiirther, a couple of additional assumptions were made. First, 
random orientation of prior beta grains is assumed. In this case, the two point correlation 
function for the macrograins will have a form similar to Eq. (54). Second, it is assumed that 
individual crystallites are too small to make a significant contribution to grain noise. In this 
model, the colonies have unique characteristics because they can have only one of six possible 
orientations within each macrograin. This is quite different fi"om the continuos range of 
orientations found in single phase material, and will have some interesting consequences. 
Based on these assumptions, an equation for the two point correlation fiinction will be 
evaluated for such a microstructure. Next, a formula for the normalized FOM" (3) will be 
derived based on the two point correlation function. Finally, it will be shown analytically and 
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numerically how shape or size of macrograins or colonies will affect the FOM. During the 
course of the discussion, further assumptions will be introduced to make the problem simpler, 
which helps us to understand what is controlling the grain noise in two phase alloys. 
1. Two Point Correlation Function for Two Phase Alloys 
Two assumptions were made to simplify the problem; the shape of macrograins and 
colonies are independent of their crystallographic orientation and the orientations of 
macrograins are random. Based on these assumptions and generalizing Rose's argument', one 
can relate the two point correlation function of the sample to that of the macrograin as 
follows, 
<5C.,y(r)5C^(r')> = <5C",^(r)5C^^(r')> P"(r.r') (71), 
where M is a macrograin index, P'^(r-r') is a function describing the probability that two 
points, r and r* are in the same macrograin, and <6C"jy(r)5C'^p^(r')> is the two-point 
correlation of elastic constants of the points r and r' under the condition that they are in the 
same macrograin . The macrograin two point correlation function may then be related to the 
properties of the colonies as follows; 
< 6 C V ) 5 C <  5 C V C V  m r - r ' )  +  S  < 6 C ' , „ 5 C = „ >  P Q ( r - r ' )  ( 7 2 ) ,  
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where P and Q are colony indices. The first term treats the case when r and r' are in an 
elastically equivalent variant, which occurs with probability PP(r-r'). The second treats the 
case when the two points are in elastically distinct variants, which occurs with the probability, 
PQ(r-r') that would go to zero for large values of |r -r'| in the case of grains with random 
orientation. However, because only six elastically distinct variants are allowed, this has a 
limiting value of one sixth in the present case. The quantity <5C''jju5C''pq„> is the product of 
the indicated variant elastic moduli, averaged over all macrograin orientations. By Fourier 
transforming the two point correlation function following Eqs.(71) and (72), the FOM will 
also be evaluated. 
The ensemble average elastic constant terms may be obtained by considering the 
orientation relationship between the sample, the macrograins and the colonies as follows, 
i) rotate variants to satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) using Euler angles in Table 19; 
ii) rotate a macrograin with arbitrary set of Euler angles, G', (j)' and vt>', 
iii) calculate 6Cjjy (here, Voigt average was used) and ; 
iv) average over 0', ({)' and \\i\ 
The results relevant to longitudinal wave backscatter, obtained using a symbolic manipulation 
routine in MATHEMATICA, are as follows. 
<5C''33335C''3333> = (0.975238 C,,^ - 0.650159 C„C,3 + 0.24381 - 1.30032 €,,€33 
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Table 19. Euler Angles for Six Variants with Respect to Cubic Axes of Prior Beta Grain 
Euler 
angle 
variant 1 variant 2 variant 3 variant 4 variant 5 variant 6 
«1> -45 45 90 90 0 0 
e -90 -90 -45 45 -45 45 
V|/ 125.26 125.26 144.74 35.26 144.74 35.26 
+ 0.16254C,3C33 + O.568889C33' -1.30032 + 0.975238 C,3C44 
+ 0.325079 C33C^ + 0.975238 C^,') / 8 (73), 
where the C,j are the single crystal elastic constants of the alpha phase in matrix notation. 
When P 5^ Q, there are two cases, depending on whether the parent {110}p planes are 
orthogonal or not. One finds 
<6C''33335C^3333> = (-0.446984 C,,^ + 0.16254 C„C,3 + 0.0406349 C,3^ + 0.731429 
- 0.24381 C,3C33 - 0.24381 C33' + 0.325079 C„C^ + 0.16254 C,3 
- 0.487619 + 0.16254 C j )  / 8 
for orthogonal {110}p planes (74) 
<5C''33335C''3333> = (" 0.129524 C„- + 0.111746 C„C,3 - 0.0609524 €,3' + 0.0101587 C,, C33 
- 0.0787302 €33^ + 0.223492 C„C^ - 0.24381 €,3 + 0.0203175 
- 0.24381 + 0.147302 €,,€33) / 8 
for non-orthogonal {110}p planes (75). 
Each variant (P) has one orthogonal and four non-orthogonal pairs (Q) as Figure 23 shows. 
The probability terms, PP(r-r') and PQ(r-r') have been estimated from computer 
simulations of colonies in a macrograin (Appendix III). In the simulation, an initial 
macrograin, in the shape of a cube, was created and divided into cubic voxels whose 
dimensions were 1/15 of the initial cube. 100 voxels were then randomly selected as initial 
seeds, at which coincides were randomly initiated, and assigned one of the six variant 
orientations. Then a voxel was added at a randomly selected position on the boundary of a 
randomly chosen colony. Here, the unit cube could be added only if that site was not 
occupied by other colonies. This growth procedure was repeated until all voxels had been 
selected and the macrograin is filled with colonies. Figure 24 is a schematic representation of 
the simulation. After that, two points were randomly picked and checked to determine 
whether they had the same orientation (variant number) or not. Figure 25 shows PP(s) based 
on the average result of 40 such simulations. The fact that the results for each variant are 
essentially identical is consistent with our assumptions. 
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Orthogonal Pair 
Non-Orthogonal Pair 
Figure 23. Schematic Representation of Relationship between Variants (P and Q). 
Figure 24. Schematic Representation of Simulation for Colonies in a Macrograin 
(Top : Initial Seeds; Middle : After an Interval of Growth; 
Bottom : At the End of Growth) 
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There are three distinctive regions in Figure 25. In the first region, PP(r-r') decreases 
exponentially, which is related to whether the two points are in the same colony or not. This 
is very similar to the behavior of a single phase polycrystal. This interpretation is consistent 
with the fact that the e"' decay constant is approximately (33.75)"^ = 3.23 units. In the second 
region, there is a plateau. This is associated with the fact that, for largely spaced points, there 
is always 1/6 probability that the two colonies are of the elastically equivalent variant. In the 
third region, PP(r-r') goes to zero. This is an artifact introduced due to size limit of the 
simulated macrograin. If the macrograin size is infinite, this cutoff would not exist. Since 
PP(r-r') is only concerned about what happens inside a macrograin, it should not be 
dependent on macrograin size. If one of the points are outside the macrograin, P*^ goes to 
zero, so the quantity of PP(r-r*) is not meaningfial anymore. Therefore, it is more reasonable 
for PP(r-r') to approach 1/6 when |r-r'| -> oo. Put in other words, this limit is consistent with 
the fact that PP(r-r') is introduced in Eq. (72), which is the correlation of elastic moduli; 
conditional on the two points falling in the same macrograin. 
2. Figure of Merit for Two-phase Alloys: Equiaxed Macrograins and Colonies 
Using Eqs. (71)-(75), one can relate < in Eq. (57) to 
< < 6C^;,5C V' and PP(s) as follows, 
Ti = FOM^ = ^  j cfs P^(s) PP(s) exp(2ik.s) 
+  (  I <'5C^,^^6CV / 5 ) l c f s  P^(s) {1 - PP(s)} exp (2ik.s)] (76). 
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Figure 25. Probability Function, PP(r-r') in Two Phase Alloy (Result of 40 Simulations) 
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where P'^(s) is a macrograin probability function and PP(s) is a variant probability flinction. 
Here, we have assumed PQ(s) = (l-PP(s)) / 5. Therefore, if PP(s) is provided and the Fourier 
transform of P'^(s) and P'^(s)PP(s) are evaluated, FOM" can be obtained. 
As mentioned before, macrograins have probability terms similar to equiaxed grains of 
single phase material. For equiaxed macrograins, P'^(s) will be assumed to have an exponential 
form as follows'. 
where a„ is approximately the average macrograin size (from the experience of single phase 
material, this value tends to be slightly smaller than the average grain size). 
There are two conditions which PP(s) should satisfy. First, when s is zero, the 
function has to be 1, Second, when s goes to infinity, it should be 1/6. Considering these 
conditions, PP(s) is taken to have the following form. 
Here, P^(s) also has an exponential form to satisfy the above conditions. For instance, for 
equiaxed colonies, 
P'^(s) = exp (-s/aj (77) 
PP(s) = P^(s) + [l-P''(s)]/6 (78). 
P'^(s) = exp[(-r/aj] (79), 
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where again a^ is approximately the colony size. Figure 26 shows PP(s) when a^ is 0.1 mm. It 
will be observed that this function has a shape quite similar to the simulation result shown in 
Figure 25. 
Using Eqs. (77) and (78), the integrals in Eq. (76) can be evaluated by taking the 
Fourier transform of the probability functions properly as mentioned before. The result is as 
follows, 
n = FOM^ = ^ [ 1/5 S^<5C^3336C^333> F^(k) + ( <5C^3335C''3333> 
- 1/5 s <5C''33336C<^3333>) F" (k) * F^ (k) ] (80), 
where 
F^(k) = J cfs P"(s) exp(2ik« s) (81); 
FM(k)*F^(k) = I (fs P"(s) PP(s) exp(2ik*s) 
= 5/6j (fs P"(s) P''(s) + 1/6 J cfs P"(s) (82). 
The F"^ and F^ represent the Fourier transform of P'^(s) and PP(s) respectively, and * 
represents a convolution. However, these functions are defined slightly differently than in the 
usual conventions because of the factor 2 in the argument of the "exp" function in Eq.(76), 
and the consequences of that difference. Analytical forms resulting from the evaluation of 
these integrals will be presented in the next section. Here, however, we will concentrate on 
certain general results that are consequences of the functional forms of Eqs. (80)-(82). 
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Figure 26. Probability Function, PP(s) (Analytical Equation) when a=0.1 mm. 
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As goes to zero (colony size becomes zero), the Eq. (80) becomes 
a = FOM= - ^  (<SC''„„6C',„,> + ^ <6C'„„6C»„„>) F"(k) /6 (83). 
This shows that, as the colony size becomes sufficiently small with respect to the macrograin 
size, the FOM has the same function form that it would have in a single phase, equiaxed 
microstructure. This is as expected because as the colonies become sufficiently small with 
respect to a wavelength, one would expect the macrograin to behave as a continuum with 
elastic constants defined by averaging the elastic constants of the variants. Put in other words, 
this implies that the factor in parentheses should be equal to '^C'^33335C'^3333>, where the 
elastic constants are the values averaged over all the variants. Algebraic manipulations 
confirm this to be the case. Since the macrograins have cubic symmetry, the previous work of 
Rose has shown that this quantity can be expressed as 
QM = <5CV5C^333> = 48 (C„-C„-2CJ^ / 1575 (84). 
Now, if P'^ and P'^ are provided, the FOM for two phase alloys may be calculated. In 
the following subsections the calculation will be performed for a variety of cases involving 
spherical or elongated macrograins and colonies. The elastic constants are selected to 
correspond to the case of a sample annealed above the beta transus followed by quenching as 
discussed in the previous section. 
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3. Results for Particular Geometries 
a. Macrograins Ignoring Colony Effect 
Here, we consider the case in which the size of the colonies is sufficiently small that 
the macrograin can be viewed as a continuum which, as was shown in section III. A, will have 
cubic symmetry. We will separately treat the cases of equiaxed and elongated macrograins. 
i. Spherical Macrograins Ignoring Colony Effect (Case A) 
Inserting Eqs. (77) and (79) into Eq. (80) and evaluating the integral, the following 
equation is obtained in the limit a^ -> 0, 
1 f <SC'„„6C'.„> + ^  <SC'„„6C%> ) / 6) [Sna,' / (1 + 4kV)'] (85). 
Since random orientation of macrograins was assumed, it is not surprising that this result is 
the same as previously derived for the single-phase case. Here, we find it convenient to define 
the normalized quantity, a. 
n = [FOM^(47ipv,^)] / [( <6C''33336C'"3333> + ) / 6] 
= 87ta„ 'k7(l+4kV)^ (86) 
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which illustrates the dependence of backscatter on macrograin size and has the dimension of 
length'. Figure 27 shows the behavior of the dimensionless quantity, as a function of ka^. 
In the low frequency region (ka„ «1), iia„ is proportional to k''(Rayleigh region) and in the 
high frequency region (ka^»l) it becomes constant (7t/2). Figure 28 presents a series of 
plots showing how a depends on a„, at diflferent values of k. By fixing k, we can see that a 
increases at low a„, reaches a maximum, and then decreases, approaching zero as a„ 
approaches infinity. The value of a is maximum at a„ = / (2k). The physical interpretation 
of this result is that the backscattering will first increase as macrograin size increases and the 
medium becomes less like a continuum. However, a maximum must be reached since as grain 
size continues to grow, the medium becomes more like a single crystal, which has no 
backscattering. 
ii. Elongated Macrograins Ignoring Colony Effect (Case B) 
Next, the effects of macrograin shape will be discussed. In this case, we assume that®' 
P^(s) = exp [- {s (1 + (a>J - I)cos\e))"^}/aJ (87). 
Figure 29 shows schematic representation of an elongated macrograin. Based on the 
geometry in Figure 29, Eq.(82) becomes as follows, 
F^(k) = fll dsdOdt^^ sin(e) P"(s) exp[2iks {sin(e) sin(x) sin(<))) + cos(q) COS(T))] (88). 
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Figure 29. Schematic Representation of Elongated Macrograin. 
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where x is the angle of the propagation with respect to the major axis of the elongated 
macrograin. In this case, the normalized backscattering coefficient becomes 
A = {l+(a„7c„^-l) cos\0)}°' / a„ + 2ik {sin(0) sin(T) sin(<|)) +cos(0) COS(T)} (90). 
An analytical expression for the angular integral has not been available. Therefore, numerical 
integration using a subroutine used in Ref [64] was performed to obtain following figures. 
The result of the numerical integration yielded a well behaved function with zero imaginary 
part. 
For future reference also note that the effective average grain volume is given by 
H = k" I I I  exp (-As)  s^ s in(0)  ds  d0 d( | )  
kVI?G2sto(ey(Aa.) '<ie<>' l '  (89). 
where 
Ve = JrJo"/o d0d(|)dss^P^(s)sin(0) 
= 27t|o" Jq d0 ds s^ P'^(s) sin(0) 
= 2;c nj lo d0 2sin(0) / {l+(a„VcJ-l)cos^(0)}''^ 
= B 
IT) (91). 
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where 
B = j d0 2sin(e) / {l+(a„VcJ-l)cos'(e)}'''-
=4(c>J (92). 
Figure 30 presents a series of plots of u against k at different t (orientation of macrograin). 
Figure 31 shows u vs. x at k=5 mm '. One would expect that, at short "k (high k), local 
curvature (defined at the point at which the wavefi-ont becomes tangent to ellipse) is a 
dominant factor (the higher the radius curvature, the higher the backscattering coefficient). 
For instance, for the spherical macrograin case, n was proportional to 27i/a„ in the high 
frequency region. The local radius curvature increases as x increases. Therefore, the FOM 
should also increases as x increases, as shown in Figure 31. On the other hand, at long X, A ~ 
{l+(a„Vc^^-l)}°^ Therefore, exp(-As) becomes P'^(s), which result in a = k^V^. Figure 32 
confirms such behavior. 
In summary, n behave differently against x depending on the k value because of the 
elongated shape. The effect of elongation is more prominent at higher fi-equency. For 
instance, the ratio, TJ (X=0) / a (x=nl2) becomes smaller as k increases. 
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b. Macrograins Considering Colony Effect 
i. Spherical Macrograins with Spherical Colonies (Case C) 
In this case, FOM^ can be evaluated using Eqs. (77), (79) and either (76) or (80). Eq. 
(76) may be rewritten as follows, 
[(<«C'.„,5C'„,> .^<6C',„6C«.„>/5)(5/6f,-H/6g,) 
+ ( 2 <6C',„,8C=„,>/5 )g,] (93); 
•'OM' - ^  [ (<5C',„6C'„„> <6C'„„SC».,„>) g,/6 
+ (5<5C'„„5C',„,> - 2 <6C',„.8C»„„>) f,/6] (94). 
P*Q 
where 
f, = J</^5P'^(s) P'^(s) exp(2ikjSj) 
= J ds exp(-s/aj exp(-r/a j 
= 87i{a„a/(a„ + a,)}^ / [l+{2ka„a/(a„ + a,)}^]- (95); 
g^=\(Ps P^(s)  exp(2ikjSj)  
=  87taJ/( l+(2a„k) ' )^  (96). 
1 1 8  
The Eqs. (95) and (96) are the basic equations for the cases considering colonies. Only fl or 
gl will be changed depending on macrograin or colony shape. When a^ goes to zero Eq. (94) 
reduces to Eq. (83) which represent colony free case. Eq. (94) clearly separates the 
contributions of the macrograins and colonies. From Eqs.(93)-(96), in Figure 33, r| vs. k has 
been examined and compared with the case when colonies were ignored for size ratios (a^a^) 
of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. In the low k region, all the curves are merged with the colony free 
case, which was also shown in Figure 27. If the backscattering information were presented in 
a dimensionless plot of this form, a plateau would be observed at high ka„. However, the 
curve A reaches its asymptotic limit much sooner, while the others are still increasing as the 
contributions of the individual colonies begin to be significant. This is reasonable behavior 
because colonies are a smaller scale microstructure, so their effect should be more dominant in 
higher frequency (lower wavelength) region. 
Other aspects of the phenomena are illustrated in Figure 34, in which the same 
information has been normalized in different ways. In part (a), is plotted versus k with a/a^ 
as a parameter and a„=l mm. It can be seen that, as one decreases the colony size, the 
backscattering starts to grow at a higher frequency and approaches a higher plateau. The 
latter is a consequence of the fact there are more colony boundaries per unit volume which 
can individually scatter energy at sufficiently high frequencies. 
In regimes in which the colonies dominate the scattering, it might be more illuminating 
to examine a dimensionless plot which was normalized by a^ rather than a^. Such a case is 
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shown in Figure 34(b). One can see the complex behavior shown in part (a) can be explained 
in a unified way by such a plot. The high frequency asymptotic limit is as follows, 
na. = it[ + {( 5<6C„''6C,.'> - Z <5C„''6C„»> )(a.+a,)) 
/ {2(<5C„'8C„'> + 2 <5C„'6C„<^) a.) ] (97). 
ii. Elongated Macrograins with Equiaxed Colonies (Case D) 
So far, it has already shown that colonies affect the backscattering significantly, 
especially in the high k region. Therefore, it is suspected that colonies would result in 
interesting behaviors when they are elongated. Depending on processing history, the colonies 
may be equiaxed or elongated. If colonies were formed before deformation of macrograins, 
then colonies would be elongated. On the other hand, if they were formed after the 
deformation of macrograins, they would be equiaxed. Here, first, the latter case was 
considered. 
Inserting Eqs. (78), (79), and (84) into (76) or (80), the resulting equation for FOM is 
as follows, 
1 = t ( <5C'„„6C'„„> - ^  <6C',„,5C<',„,>/5 ) (5 tji +g/6) 
+ ( 2^<8C'„„8C» „,>/5 )gj (98) 
where 
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FN = J tfs exp[-s{l+(a„VcJ-l)cos'(9)}''Va„] exp[-s/ajexp[2iks {sin(0) sin(T) sin((j)) +cos(0) COS(T)}] (99); 
g2= I c?'5exp[-s{ l+(a^Vc^^-l)cos^(0)}°Va^]exp(2iks{sin(0) sin(T) sin(<t)) +cos(0) COS(T)}J (100). 
Here, is the same equation used in Eq. (88). The has the similar form with Eq. (89) 
except A should be replaced by A^, where 
Aj = {1 +(a„Vc„^-1) cos(20)}/ a„ + 2ik {sin(0) sin(x) sin((|)) +cos(0) COS(T) } + 1 /a^ (101) 
Therefore, the same numerical analysis which was used to evaluate Eq. (93) was applied in 
this case, too. 
Figure 35 shows effect of colonies on the frequency dependence of backscattering 
when a„/c„ = 0.01, a/a„ = 0.1, and t=7i/2. However, asymptotic limit of h is varying because 
curvature is changing depending on the angle as Figure 36 shows. In subsection a, it was 
discussed that why n reaches higher asymptotic limit when the curvature in that direction is 
higher. 
Figure 36 compares the angular dependence of fl for the cases when colonies are 
ignored and considered. It shows a much more isotropic behavior of n when the colonies 
were considered. This because the colonies are equiaxed. As mentioned before, the colony 
effect will be more dominant in the high k region. Therefore, as k increases, n will be more 
isotropic. However, we have also seen that backscattering is isotropic at long wavelength, a 
result that can be reconfirmed by examining the limit of Eqs. (99) and (100) as k goes to 0. 
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Figure 35. TJ vs. k When a„/c„=0.01, t = 7i/2, = 0.1 and = 1. 
( A: Macrograin Only; B; Considering Colony Effect) 
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Hence, for this case, there must be some intermediate frequency at which the anisotropy is 
greatest. 
iii. Elongated Macrograins and Elongated Colonies (Case E) 
In this case, colony also has a probability function of elongated shape, 
P'^(s) = exp [-s { 1 + (a/ / c,^ -1) cos^ (0) }°^ / aj (102). 
Equations (98) may be used in this case, too, if f^ is replaced by following fj 
fj = J exp [-s { 1 + (a,^ / -1) cos^ (0) / aj 
exp [-s { 1 + (a„' / C -1) cos' (0) / a„] 
exp[2iks {sin(0) sin(t) sin((j)) +cos(0) cos(t)}] (103). 
The above fj may also be evaluated using Eq. (89) if Aj is replaced by following A3, 
A3 = {l+(a^Vc„'-l) cos'(0)}°' / a„ + 2ik {sin(0) sin(t) sin((|)) +cos(0) cos(t)} 
+ {  l+(a , ' / c^ l )cos ' (0) r /a ,  (104) ;  
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Here, the tj behaves similarly to the former case; when ka«:t/2, colonies are ignorable but at 
ka»7i/2, colonies are dominating. However, since colonies are elongated in this case, the n 
shows similar angular dependence whether or not the colonies are considered, as Figure 37 
shows. Again, at sufficiently long wavelength, the response must become isotropic. 
4. Summary of Effects of Geometries 
The main difference between the microstructures of two-phase alloys and single-phase 
alloys is the presence of colonies with specific crystallographic relationships to the prior 
beta grain. It has been found that these differences have several important consequence on 
backscattering. First, these crystallographic relationships resulted in non-zero values 
< 6C%6C^p^> when P is not equal to Q. Second, because of the finite number of variants, a 
plateau region exists in the function describing the probability that two points fall in the same 
variant. The backscattering coefficient (FOM^) was calculated based on these effects. For 
sufficiently small colonies, the results are found to be equivalent to those obtained when the 
macrograins are viewed as a homogeneous continuum. However, finite colonies can make 
significant additional contributions to the backscattered noise when the wavelength 
approaches their size. Thus, the backscattering depends on the microstructure in a complex 
way that is controlled by the relative values of k, a^, c„, a^ and c^ as is discussed in the 
previous sections. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS 
A. Analysis of Crystallographic Orientation Relationship between Phases 
In the last chapter, an analysis of the effects of various microstructures on the 
backscattering was presented. In that analysis, one the most important factors in two-phase 
alloys was found to be the presence of colonies which results in local texture variations, even 
in a macrograin. It has been shown that the colonies affect both the quantities < > 
and PP(s), which in turn strongly influence the backscattered noise Physical evidence of such 
local texture variation will be presented in this section. 
One of the conventional techniques to study texture is pole figure measurement using 
an x-ray diffractometer." Figure 38 shows schematic representation of the x-ray 
diffractometer. In pole figure measurements, x-rays with a fixed wavelength (corresponding 
to the plane whose diffraction is to be utilized) will scan over some area of the sample while 
the sample is rotating and oscillating. Whenever the Bragg's law is satisfied, the diffracted 
beams will interfere constructively to have strong intensity. Therefore, if there is strong 
texture on the covered area, poles with high intensity will appear in localized area in a pole 
figure. If not, poles with weak intensity will appear at apparently random location. Figure 39 
shows such a case for a HBPped sample of commercially pure titanium. 
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(r^ = 2d sin0 ) 
Figure 38. X-Ray Difiractometer for Pole Figure Measurement. 
( X: X-ray wavelength; d: distance between planes) 
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To see if local texture could be observed, we chose to study the Ti-6246 sample (A2), 
whose highly anisotropic backscattering characteristics were discussed previously (see Figures 
8-10). As Figure 10 showed, this sample had macrograins which were highly elongated 
along the z-direction, which coincided with the billet axis. It was also observed in Figure 8 
that the backscattering was weakest for waves propagating in this direction. Given this 
interesting anisotropy in macrostructure and noise, it was decided to conduct texture 
measurements on the side 1, which was parallel to the billet axis. The diffractometer used for 
this study has the capability to oscillate the sample during pole figure generation such that a 
greater number of grains can be examined. The beam diameter was about 1 mm, and the 
oscillation amplitude could be selected fi-om 0, 5, 9 and 15 mm. Taking 1 mm x 5 mm from 
Figure 10 as a typical macrograin size it is possible (though not necessary) that a stationary 
beam would fit inside a macrograin. At an oscillation of IS mm, the beam would, at most, 
cover a few macrograins. Such a pole figure would not show random texture, even if the 
macrograins were randomly oriented. If there is local texture variation because of colonies 
inside a macrograin, relatively strong texture should be observed when there is no oscillation. 
In addition, the texture should vaiy from point to point. However, the apparent texture 
should become weaker when it is averaged over a few macrograins^. 
Two sets of pole figures were acquired to test the above theory. One set was acquired 
using diffraction from the {0113} plane of the alpha phase for oscillation lengths of 0, 5, and 
15 mm. These are showm in Figures 40-43. The other was acquired using diflfraction from the 
{200} planes of the beta phase with same set up, with the results shown in Figures 44-46. 
Figure 40 and 41 were acquired from different spots without oscillation. They showed 
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Figure 40. Pole Figure of Alpha Phase (No Oscillation) 
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Relative intensity levels: 
Figure 41. Pole Figure of Alpha Phase (No Oscillation) 
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Figure 42. Pole Figure of Alpha Phase (5 mm Oscillation) 
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Relative intensity levels: 
Figure 43. Pole Figure of Alpha Phase (15 mm Oscillation) 
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relatively strong textures which were different from one other. Therefore, as suspected 
initially, the apparent texture was different fi-om spot to spot when the covered area was 
-Imml At the position of Figure 41, oscillation of the sample was then introduced. Other 
poles started to appear showing weaker texture. Figure 42 shows only modest changes but, in 
Figure 43, it is clear that a region of the sample with considerably different texture is being 
encountered. The pole figures (Figures 44-46) of the beta phase peak were acquired from the 
same positions as Figures 41-43. They also showed relatively strong texture when oscillation 
length was zero and more random texture when the oscillation length becomes longer. 
Quantification of other microstructural factors such as macrograin size and colony 
size, is very much desired. Several conventional methods (e.g., examination with polarized 
light after various etching techniques) have been applied in an attempt to achieve that. 
However, so far none of them brought satisfying result. Therefore, we will have to be 
satisfied with qualitative estimation of those factors at this time. Further investigation of 
microstructure analysis technique should be pursued in the future. 
In conclusion, the pole figures suggest the presence of strong local textures which vary 
from point-to-point and have sizes of ~lmm. We hypothesize that these are associated with 
colonies. As averaged over a number of macrograins, texture seems weaker, which may be 
suggest random orientation of macrograins. Despite this lack of quantitative information, 
x-ray diffraction measurements and macrostructural observations appear to be consistent with 
the strong local variations in texture, whose theory was developed in chapter III for a model 
case. 
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B. Grain Noise Measurements 
As mentioned in the Introduction, backscattering measurements were performed on 
various commercial titanium alloys, and the model, ISMBB was used to determine the FOM 
as a Sanction of frequency. The reader is referred to Ref [1] for a detailed discussion of the 
data processing procedure. Here, the comments will be restricted to a brief discussion of the 
experimental apparatus, the origin of samples examined, and some typical results. 
The instrumentation for data acquisition is illustrated in Figure 47'. A pulsing unit 
(Panametric 5052) supplied an initial voltage to a transducer, which generated focused 
longitudinal ultrasonic waves. The waves, scattered from the front surface of the specimen 
and from the grains, were received by the same transducer at later times. The received wave 
was converted into electronic signals by the transducer and amplified to be digitized by an 
oscilloscope. After that, the electronic signal was sent to a PC for storage. 
A total of 11 samples, as provided by General Electric and Pratt & Whittney aircraft 
engine divisions, were examined. These were representative of two different alloys 
(Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-17) and two different processing conditions (after processing an ingot to a 
commercial billet and after forging to a shape from which an engine rotating component 
would be machined). Table 19 summarizes the samples studied. In each sample, a coordinate 
system was defined in which the 1, 2 and 3 directions corresponded, respectively, to the 
radial, axial and circumfrential directions in the original stock. 
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Figure 47. Instrumentation for Broadband Signal Aquisition and Storage after Ref [1] 
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Table 19. Summary of Samples on Which Noise Measurements Were Made. 
Sample Processing Alloy Sampling Location 
A Billet Ti-17 Near Surface 
B Billet Ti-17 Near Center 
C Billet Ti-17 Middle 
D Forging Ti-17 
E Forging Ti-17 
F Forging Ti-17 
G Forging Ti-64 
(Flat Bottom Holes) 
H Billet Ti-64 Near Surface 
I Billet Ti-64 Center 
J Billet Ti-64 Near Surface 
K Billet Ti-64 Center 
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The samples, except G, were cubic with a comer removed which will be used for 
material characterization in the future (Figure 48). The billet samples (A, B, C, H, I, J and K) 
were approximately 3" x 3" x 3" and the forged samples (D, E, F) were approximately 6 in. x 
6in.x6in.. The sample was approximately 11.5in.x7in.x 1.5 in. This sample had 64 flat 
bottom holes and was constructed for probability of detection studies. Figure 49 and 50 shows 
how the forged samples and billet samples were cut, respectively. 
The grain noise data were acquired from three orthogonal sides of each sample except 
sample G. The transducer had a nominal center fi-equency of 5 MHz, a diameter of 1 in., and 
a focal length in water of 6 in.. Data was obtained over a frequency band ranging form 2 
MHz to 9 MHz. In the case of sample G, data was also collected with a second transducer 
which have 15 MHz, 0.25 in. and 3.54 in.. The experimental procedure was as follows. In all 
measurements, the sample was leveled and the transducer was carefully adjusted such that the 
beam was normal to the front surface. Then, a reference signal was obtained from a fused 
quartz block. This provided the information needed to remove the effects of the transducer 
efficiency on the data. Finally, the rms grain noise was computed from the signals acquired of 
a number of independent points (250~300) over the sample. A typical evaluation rms noise is 
shown in Figure 51 (Sample C). The other rms noise figures which are similar to Figure 51, 
are presented in Appendix IV. Here, it should be noted that noise of side 2 (A-C, H-K) was 
too low to be trustworthy. It is more likely that rms noise of the side 2 is electrical noise from 
experimental setup. 
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Figure 49. Sampling Location of Forged Ti-17 Samples (A, B and C) 
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Figure 50. Sampling Location of Ti-64 Billet (H, I, J and K) 
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All the samples showed anisotropic behavior of noise, an example of which is shown in 
Figure 51. The lowest noise was generally observed in the direction in which macrograins 
were elongated. As an example, Figure 52 shows the macrostructure of sample C. The 
elongated macrograins are the result of mechanical working during the processing. As is 
often the case, the elongated direction coincide with billet axis^. As was shown in the analysis 
of chapter III, the geometry of the macrograins/colonies can result in dramatic changes in the 
FOM depending on orientation of the ultrasonic beam with respect to the sample. 
The peaks in Figure 51 occur at a time corresponding to reflections from grains near 
the focal point of the beam, taking the center of the front surface signal as a zero point. For 
instance, in Figure 51, the peaks are located at -10 ^is after the front surface signal. 
Therefore, the focal depth is about 3.1 cm (approximately half of the thickness). The 
deduced rms noise was then analyzed to obtain the FOM as a function of frequency. The 
analyzed FOM was fitted by a power law (FOM = C f) fairly well, and the results are listed 
in Table 20. For sample G, data was taken with two transducers, one with a nominal 
frequency of 15 MHz. The data was analyzed both individually and as a combined data set. 
Here, for these samples, the attenuation was experimentally measured with a 10 MHz 
planar transducer and found to be relatively low at 5 MHz which was the frequency used for 
grain noise measurements. As frequency increased above that value, the attenuation also 
increases fairly rapidly. However, that attenuation was inferred from the rate of decay of 
multiple back surface echoes, as measured with a planar transducer (center frequency 10 
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Table 20. FOM of Ti Alloy Samples Assuming a = 0 (FOM = C * f )  
Sample ID Alloy Side 1 Side 2 Side 3 
(Radial) (Axial) (Circum.) 
C P C P C P 
A Ti-17 0.0060 0.5958 0.0001 0.8200 0.0063 0.7216 
B Ti-17 0.0076 0.6673 0.0001 1.0282 0.0078 0.6550 
C Ti-17 0.0088 0.4384 0.0001 0.9152 0.0093 0.4985 
D Ti-64 0.0064 0.2762 0.0042 0.5126 0.0031 0.2430 
E Ti-64 0.0056 0.4082 0.0034 0.7116 0.0031 0.2360 
F Ti-64 0.0055 0.3192 0.0043 0.6496 0.0019 0.7036 
H Ti-64 0.0065 0.6061 0.0013 0.3995 0.0094 0.4131 
I Ti-64 0.0098 0.3383 0.0016 0.2786 0.0118 0.3120 
J Ti-64 0.0072 0.5800 0.0016 0.3967 0.0050 0.3328 
K Ti-64 0.0088 0.8278 0.0008 0.9322 0.0077 0.7655 
5Mhz 15Mhz Both 
G Ti-64 0.0034 0.8700 0.0027 0.9970 0.0029 0.9700 
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In Ref.[l], it was established that attenuation values measured in this fashion can be 
too large because the data is influenced by fluctuations in phase across the beam associated 
with microstructural inhomogeneities. Therefore, this attenuation is larger thatn the value 
needed to process the data and obtain the FOM. The details of this phenomenon is still under 
investigation. Due to these reasons, the attenuation was assumed to be zero for the analysis 
of FOM reported in Table 20. Figure 53 compares the FOM of sample C using a measured 
attenuation value (upper limit) and zero as inputs. It shows that the FOM values produced by 
processing the data with the two different inputs are quite close, so the neglect of attenuation 
is believed to be reasonable. 
The backscattering coefficient (t] = F0M2) of the samples at the center frequency of 
the transducer (5 MHz) are presented in Figure 54. The large anisotropy is again seen. It will 
also be noted that the noise is smallest in the axial direction on all billet samples while it is 
smallest in the circumferential direction of the forging. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 54 graphically illustrates the large noise anisotropy. Since the low noise 
directions were always observed to be in the axial direction for billets, these results are 
consistent with the idea, developed in chapter III, that noise is lowest in directions of 
elongation. In Figure 54 samples with the same history showed basically similar behavior. 
The samples from a forged disk showed backscattering that was less anisotropic. It is likely 
that forging could make grains more equiaxed to result in a more isotropic FOM. Here, it 
should be pointed out that, for the forged samples (D, E and F), side 3 is normal to the 
rotationally symmetric axis, (analogous to the billet axis). Figure 54 showed that the FOM 
from this side was lowest. We speculate that this is a direction of microstructure elongation 
after forging. However, the work leading to this dissertation is embedded in a larger project 
in which Iowa State University, General Electric and Pratt & Whittney are collaborating and 
sharing samples, resulting in a rather complicated time schedule. So far, the forging samples, 
D-F have not been available for metallographic analysis, so the exact macrostructure have not 
been observed. 
On the other hand, we do have such results for the billet samples, which show some 
interesting phenomena. So far, only the Ti-17 (beta alloy) samples were available for 
metallographic analysis. The resulting macrographs are shown in Figures 52, 55 and 56. All 
of them showed extremely elongated macrograins with the elongated direction coinciding with 
the billet axis (Figure 8). The anisotropic behavior of the FOM was similar that observed in 
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the Ti-6246 samples earlier. However, sample B (cut from the billet center) showed almost 
the same FOM on sides 1 and 3, while the difference between side 1 and side 3 increased as 
the sample position moved from center to surface (samples C and A, as shown in Figure 29). 
From this result, it is suspected that more homogeneous microstructure may have been 
developed during the processing in the interior of the billet. This may be related to the fact 
that the cooling rate is slower in the interior, so more equiaxed grains are produced". 
However, the Ti-64 (alpha-beta phase alloy) billet samples showed the opposite 
tendency. Samples near the center (I and K) showed bigger differences between the FOM of 
side 1 and side 3 than the corresponding samples taken from near the exterior. In addition, 
the FOM tended to be slightly higher inside the billet. The highest noise was observed when 
the side 1 of sample K (area normal to radial direction) was scanned, as illustrated in Figure 
51. On the other hand, the lowest (excluding side 2) was observed in side 3 (area normal to 
circumferential direction) of the sample J. An understanding of the microstructural effects 
leading to these differences has not yet been developed. 
Based on the experimentally measure FOM, Cjj^ in Table 8-10, and Eq. (91), 
macrograin and colony size were estimated assuming a„/c„=0.1 and ayc^=0.1. As mentioned 
in the last chapter, the grain noise of side 2 is dominated by electrical noise from experimental 
setup. Therefore, the side 2 was excluded from the estimation. The numerical integration 
program mentioned in Section III.B was used to obtain a„ or a^ which corresponds to 
experimentally measured tj. In the former case, the contribution of colonies was neglected. 
In the latter case, the contributions of macrograins was neglected, as is discussed more fially in 
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the following paragraphs. Using the estimated a„ or a^, and the assumed ellipticity (0.1), c„ or 
were also estimated. The results are listed in Table 21. 
If macrograins were dominating so that the colony contributions could be neglected, 
the anisotropy would be very low as mentioned in Chapter III. Under this assumption, the 
predicted c„ is about 1.8 mm along the billet axis and a„ is about 0.18 mm in the direction 
normal to the billet axis, as Table 21 shows. Generally, based on the examination of the 
results of macroetching the macrograin size appears to be about 10 mm along the billet axis 
and a few mm in the normal direction, Therefore, the estimated size is significantly smaller 
than expected macrograin size. This implies the significance of other scatterers such as 
colonies. 
If colonies were dominating, the term including f, in Eq. (91) would be dominating. 
Therefore, the other term (g, term) will be ignored in this case. The estimate sizes are also 
listed in Table 21. The a^ was about 0.03 mm and the c^ was about 0.3 mm. This is ~l/30 of 
estimated macrograin size fi-om metallographs, i.e.. Figure 10. That suggests ~900 colonies in 
a macrograin. This number can be enough for equal occurrence of each variant, which was 
the reason of low anisotropy of the macrograins. Therefore, the estimated colony size seems 
to be reasonable based on the information available so far. 
As mentioned before, using conventional metallographic methods size measurement is 
not easy for macrograins and it is even more difficult in case of colonies. The above result 
suggests the possibility that the backscattering coefficient may be used to measure the size of 
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Table 21. Estimated Size of Scatterers for Ti-64 Billet Samples (a„/c„=0.1 and 3^0^=0.1) 
Sample Side 1 Side 2 Side 3 
a„ or a. ti(nim') cn, or c. ti(mm"') or a. ti(mm') 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
H 0.18" 914.1728 1.8-1.9" 19.08045 0.19" 1,022.912 
0.031^ 0.31-0.330* 0.033* 
I 0.18*^ 872.3876 1.8-1.9" 17.59376 0.19" 1,161.463 
0.030* 0.30-0.34* 0.034* 
J 0.19" 1,011.763 1.3-1.9" 27.49024 0.13" 317.7873 
0.032* 0.21-0.32* 0.021* 
K 0.22" 1,686.832 1.8-2.2" 11.02664 0.18" 872.3876 
0.04* 0.3-0.4* 0.03* 
M: Macrograin Size; A: Colony Size; 
<6C33''5C33^> = 28.76388 GPa^ Z <5C33'"5C33''> = -5.629916 GPa^ 
colonies (at high frequencies) and macrograins. This could be of advantage in understanding 
the relationship between microstructure and backscattered grain noise 
The FOM also varied significantly depending on the orientation of the sample. In the 
last chapter, it was shown that in the high k region, colonies are controlling the backscattering 
coefficient (FOM^) dominantly. Therefore, if colonies are equiaxed, then the backscattering 
coefficient will also show isotropic. On the other hand, if the colonies are elongated, then the 
backscattering coefficient will show anisotropical behavior. The experimental result seems to 
imply that colonies are also elongated in the samples tested (A-K). 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The relationship between microstructure and backscattered grain noise has been 
studied for multiphase materials. As compared to single phase materials, it is more difficult to 
understand the grain noise of multiphase material when there are crystallographic orientation 
relationships between the phases. The crystallographic orientation relationships result in 
different scales of microstructure which complicates backscattering of ultrasound. The 
backscattered noise depends on not only chemical factors (alloying element) but also 
geometrical ones (shape and size of scatterers). 
Using a model system, Ti-64, a theory has been developed which can relate the grain 
noise to microstructure by extending previously developed models (ISM and GBM) to two 
phase material. This theory quantifies the effects of various microstructures on grain noise in 
terms of a material property, the backscattering coefficient (FOM^). The backscattering 
coefficient can be evaluated by taking the Fourier transform of the two point correlation of 
elastic constants, < 5C|ju(r)5Cpq„(r') > which is a material characteristic parameter directly 
related to the microstructure. 
The FOM may be measured in a laboratory or calculated using this theory if proper 
material parameters are provided. Therefore, the FOM may be used as a measure of noise 
severity. By examining the noise severity of various samples, it is hoped that this study may 
aid in understanding the detection of small defects in advanced materials and providing 
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guidelines for improving material processing to reduce the backscattered noise and therefore 
improve flaw detectability. 
Another possible consequence of this study is the use of the backscattering coefficient 
as a new tool for material characterization. As discussed so far, the backscattering coefficient 
depends on material characteristic information such as grain size, shape, texture and even 
alloying elements. It is true that there are many details which are yet fiilly understood (i.e., 
effects of A1 or V on the anisotropy of the elastic constants of the alpha phase), and testing 
using other conventional tools (macrograin/colony size) is needed to fiilly validate the theory. 
Nevertheless, this theory opens many new areas which were not available to ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation so far. 
One of the advantages in using ultrasound is its capability of gaining information about 
the interior of materials using relatively inexpensive and simple equipment. That means that it 
can provide a material characteristic parameter of interest, which is averaged over whole 
sample in short time. For instance, sound velocity can provide elastic constants of the Ti alloy 
samples used in this study, in a matter of seconds. It has been shown in section III. A that 
theoretical Young's modulus were in very good agreement with experimentally measured 
values. 
However, as mentioned before, there is much work to be done in the future, both 
experimentally and theoretically, to fiilly validate this study. It is wished that the present work 
could at least suggest certain directions for fiiture study. Above all, it is also hoped that the 
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result of this study could provide necessary information to other workers related to improving 
detectability of small defects such as hard alpha phase in Ti alloys. 
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APPENDIX I. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GRAIN SIZE MEASUREMENT 
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PROGRAM MAKERAMP; USES 
CRT,GRAPH; 
TYPE 
VECTOR=ARRAY [1..200] OF REAL; 
VAR 
F, T:TEXT; 
H, I, J, K, L, PIXELSPERLINE, NLINES, GD, GM, RADIUS, 
NTESTS, OLDPIXELCOLOR, NEWPIXELCOLOR, DMAX, DECISION 
:INTEGER; 
PIXEL, ROW], R0W2, COLUMN 1, C0LUMN2 : CHAR; 
TESTX, TESTY, XI, X2, Yl, Y2, THETA, DEL : REAL; 
PRADIUS, PTHETA, NRADIUS : VECTOR; 
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PROCEDURE GRAINSIZEl (DELTA ; REAL; 
MAXDIA:INTEGER); 
VAR 
CI, C2 : ARRAY [1..15,1..15] OF REAL; 
MAXCLASS, CLASS, COLORTEST, AXl, AX2, AYl, AY2, II, 12,13, Jl, 
J2, J3, Kl, K2, A,V, TOTAL : INTEGER; 
Fl, F2, NA, NV ; ARRAY [1 ..20] OF REAL; 
VOLTOT, LENGTH, AVERAGESIZE ; REAL; 
BEGIN; 
{C1[A,V] A:COLUMNINP122 V:ROWINP122} 
C1I1,1]:=1.0000; Cl[2,l]:=0.1547; Cl[3,l]:=0.0360; Cl[4,l];=0.013; 
Cl[2,2]:=0.5774; Cl[3,2]:=0.1529; Cl[4,2]:=0.0420; 
Cl[3,3]:=0.4472; Cl[4,3];=0.1382; Cl[4,4]:=0.3779; 
Cl[5,l]:=0.0061; Cl[6,l]:=0.0033; Cl[7,l]:=0.0020; Cl[8,l]:=0.0013; 
Cl[5,2]:=0.0171; Cl[6,2]:=0.0087; Cl[7,2]:=0.0051; Cl[8,2]:=0.0031; 
174 
Cl[5,3]:=0.040 ; Cl[6,3];=0.0178; Cl[7,3]:=0.0093; Cl[8,3]:=0.0057; 
Cl[5,4];=0.1260; Cl[6,4];=0.0386; Cl[7,4]:=0.0174; Cl[8,4];=0.0095; 
Cl[5,5]:=0.3333; Cl[6,5]:=0.1161; Cl[7,5]:=0.0366; Cl[8,5];=0.0168; 
Cl[6,6]:=0.3015; C1 [7,6]:=0.1081; Cl[8,6];=0.0346; 
Cl[7,7]:=0.2773; Cl[8,7]:=0.1016; Cl[8,8];=0.2582; 
C1[9,1]:=0.0009;C1[10,1]:=0.0006;C1[11,1]:=0.0005;C1[12,1]:=0.0004; 
C1[9,2]:=0.0021;C1[10,2]:=0.0015;C1[11,2]:=0.0010;C1[12,2];=0.0009; 
C1[9,3]:=0.0037;C1[10,3];=0.0026;C1[11,3]:=0.0018;C1[12,3];=0.0013; 
C1 [9,4]:=0.0058;C 1 [ 10,4]:=0.0038; C1 [ 11,4]:=0.0027;C 1 [ 12,4] :=0.0020; 
C1[9,5]:=0.0094;C1[10,5]:=0.0059;C1[11,5]:=0.0040;C1[12,5]:=0.0028; 
C1[9,6]:=0.0163;C1[10,6]:=0.0091;C1[11,6]:=0.0058;C1[12,6];=0.0041; 
C1[9,7]:=0.0329;C1[10,7]:=0.0155;C1[11,7]:=0.0090;C1[12,7]:=0.0057; 
C1[9,8]:=0.0961;C1[10,8]~0.0319;C1[11,8]:=0.0151;C1[12,8]:=0.0088; 
C1[9,9]:=0.2425;C1[10,9]:=0.0913;C1[11,9]:=0.0301;C1[12,9]:=0.0146; 
C1 [ 10,10] :=0.2294;C 1 [ 11,10] :=0.0872;C 1 [ 12,10] :=0.029; 
Cl[l 1,11]:=0.2182;C1[12,11]:=0.0836; 
Cl[12,12]:=0.2085; 
Cl[13,l]:=0.0003; Cl[14,l]:=0.0002; Cl[15,l]:=0.0001; Cl[13,2]:=0.0006; 
Cl[14,2]:=0.0006; Cl[15,2]:=0.0004; Cl[13,3]:=0.0010; Cl[14,3]:=0.0007; 
Cl[15,3]:=0.0007; C1[I3,4];=0.0016; Cl[14,4];=0.0012; Cl[15,4]:=0.0009; 
Cl[13,5]:=0.0021; Cl[14,5]:=0.0016; Cl[15,5]:=0.0013; Cl[13,6]:=0.0028; 
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Cl[14,6];=0.0022; Cl[15,6]:=0.0016; Cl[13,7]:=0.0040; Cl[14,7]:=0.0029; 
Cl[15,7]:=0.0022; Cl[13,8]:=0.0056; Cl[14,8]~0.0039; Cl[15,8]:=0.0028; 
Cl[13,9];=0.0055; Cl[14,9]:=0.0055; Cl[15,9]:=0.0039; Cl[13,10];=0.0140; 
Cl[14,10]:=0.0083; Cl[15,10]:=0.0054; Cl[13,l 1]:=0.0280; Cl[14,ll];=0.0136; 
Cl[15,ll];=0.0080; Cl[13,12];=0.0804; Cl[14,12]:=0.0270; Cl[15,12]:=0.0132; 
Cl[13,13]:=0.2000; Cl[14,12]:=0.0776; Cl[15,13]:=0.0261; 
Cl[14,13]:=0.1925; Cl[15,14]:=0.075; Cl[15,15]:=0.1857; 
MAXCLASS:=ROUND(MAXDIA/DELTA); 
RANDOMIZE; 
FORK2:=0 TO 20 DO 
BEGIN 
NA[K2]:=0; 
NV[K2]:=0; 
F2[K2];=0; 
END; 
I2;=0; 
REPEAT 
I2:=I2+1; 
AX1;=RAND0M(639); 
AX2:=AX1; 
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AY2:=0; 
AY1:=0; 
REPEAT 
AY1;=AY1+1; 
C0L0RTEST:=GETPIXEL(R0UND(AX1 ),ROUND(AY 1)); 
IF COLORTEST>10 THEN 
BEGIN 
LENGTH:=ABS(AY1-AY2); 
CLASS :=ROUND(LENGTH) DIV R0UND(DELTA)+1; 
NA[CLASS];=NA[CLASS]+1; 
REPEAT 
Ayl:=Ayl+l; 
UNTILgetpixel(Ax 1 ,Ay J )<I 0; 
AY2:=AY1; 
END; 
PUTPIXEL(ROUND(Ax 1 ),ROUND(AY 1 ),5); 
UNTIL AY 1 >=480; 
UNTIL 12=30; 
J2:=0; 
REPEAT 
J2;=J2+1; 
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AY1:=RAND0M(479); 
AY2:=AY1;AX2:=0; 
AX1:=0; 
REPEAT 
AX1:=AX1+1; 
C0L0RTEST:=GETPIXEL(R0UND(AX1 ),ROUND(AY 1)); 
IF COLORTEST>10 THEN 
BEGIN 
LENGTH:=ABS(AX2-AX1); 
CLASS;=ROUND(LENGTH) DIV R0UND(DELTA)+1; 
NA[CLASS];=NA[CLASS]+1; 
REPEAT 
AX1:=AX1+1; 
UNTIL (GETPIXEL(AX I, AY I )< 10); 
AX2:=AX1; 
END; 
PUTPIXEL(ROUND( AX 1 ),ROUND( AY 1 ),5); 
UNTIL AX1>=640; 
UNTIL J2=30; 
WRITELN(T,'NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN AREA'); 
FOR J3:= 1 TO MAXCLASS DO WRITELN(T,J3,'; ',NA[J3]); 
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WRITELN(T); 
WRITELN(T,'NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN VOLUME'); 
NV[MAXCLASS] :=NA[MAXCLASS]*C 1 [MAXCLASS,MAXCLASS]/DELTA; 
WRITELN(T,MAXCLASS; . •,NV[MAXCLASS]); 
F0RV:=MAXCLASS-1 DOWNTO 1 DO 
BEGIN 
NV[V]:=NA[V]'^C1 [V,V]/DELTA; 
FOR A:=V+1 TO MAXCLASS DO 
NV[V]=NV[V]-C1 [A,V1*NA[A]/DELTA; 
WRITELN(T,V,': ',NV[V]); 
END; 
J1:=0;VOLTOT;=0; 
REPEAT 
J1:=J1+1; 
V0LT0T:=V0LT0T+NV[J1]; 
UNTIL J1=MAXCLASS; 
WRITELN(T); 
WRITELN(T,TREQUECY[CLASS] IN VOLUME'); 
AVERAGESIZE:=0; 
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FOR K1 :=1 TO MAXCLASS DO 
BEGIN 
F1 [K1 ] :=NV[K 1 ] A^OLTOT* 100; 
WRITELN(T,K1,'; ',F1[K1]); 
IFF1[K1]>0THEN 
AVERAGESIZE:=AVERAGESIZE+F1 [K1 ]*DELTA*K1; 
END; 
WRITELN(T,'AVERAGESIZE=',AVERAGESIZE/100) 
END; 
BEGIN 
ASSIGN(F, 'ticaedit.ima'); 
ASSIGN(T;c:\files\kim\tic3n7.DAT'); 
RESET(F); 
REWRITE(T); { read(f,rowl); read(f,row2); read(f,columnl); read(f,column2);} 
GD:=DETECT;GM:=2; 
WRITELNCENTER MAXIMUM DIAMETER.'); 
READLN(DMAX); 
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WRITELNCENTER DIFFERENCE OF DIAMETER BETWEEN CALSSES.'); 
READLN(DEL); 
WRITELNCDO YOU WANT SWARTZ-SALYKOV (I)'); 
WRITELNCOR RANDOM METHOD (2)'); 
READLN(DECISION); 
WRITELN(t,DECISION); 
CLRSCR; INITGRAPH(GD,GM,'C'); 
IF GRAPHRESULToGROK THEN HALT(l); 
FOR K:=l TO 200 DO 
BEGIN 
PRADIUS[K]:=0; 
NRADIUS[K]:=0; 
END; 
FOR L:=l TO 200 DO PTHETA[L];=0; 
FOR NLINES:=1 TO 480 DO 
FOR 1=1 TO 640 DO 
BEGIN 
READ(F,pixel); 
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IF (0RD(PIXEL)>=14) THEN PUTpixel(I,NLINES,15); 
END; 
IFDECISI0N=1 THENGRAINSIZE1(DEL,DMAX); 
IF DECISI0N=2 THEN 
BEGIN 
RANDOMIZE; 
FORJ:=0 TO 180 DO 
FOR RADIUS:=1 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN 
THETA~J*(PI/180); 
NTESTS:=0; 
REPEAT 
NTESTS:=NTESTS+1; 
NRADIUS[RADIUS] :=NRADIUS[RADIUS]+1; 
REPEAT 
XI :=RANDOM(480)+60;Y1 :=RANDOM(380)+40; 
UNTIL (GETPIXEL(R0UND(X1 ),ROUND(Y 1 ))<!0); 
X2:=X 1 +RADIUS*COS(THETA); Y2 :=Y 1+SIN(THETA)*RADIUS; 
OLDPIXELCOLOR;=GETPIXEL(ROUND(X 1 ),ROUND(Y 1)); 
TESTX:=X1;TESTY:=Y1; 
REPEAT 
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TESTX:=TESTX+COS(THETA);TESTY:=TESTY+SIN(THETA); 
NEWPIXELCOLOR;=GETPIXEL(ROUND(TESTX),ROUND(TESTY)); 
UNTIL ((SQR(TESTX-X1 )+SQR(TESTY-Yl))>=SQR(RADIUS)) 
OR (NEWPIXELCOLORoOLDPIXELCOLOR); 
IF (NEWPIXELCOLOR=OLDPIXELCOLOR) THEN 
BEGIN 
PTHETA[J];=PTHETA[J]+1; 
PRADIUS[RADIUS]:=PRADIUS[RADIUS]+1; 
END; 
IF (NEWPIXELCOLORoOLDPIXELCOLOR) 
AND ((SQR(X1-TESTX)+SQR(Y1-TESTY))>=SQR(RADIUS)) THEN 
BEGIN 
PTHETA[J]:=PTHETA[J]+0.5; 
PRADIUS[RADIUS] :=PRADIUS[RADIUS]+0.5; 
END; 
UNTIL NTESTS>=1; 
END; 
CLRSCR; 
CLOSEGRAPH; 
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WRITELN(T,'R/TH'; VFRE(RADIUS) '/TOTALCR) ','PTADIUS '/PCTHETA)'); 
FOR K;= 200 TO 380 DO WRITELN(T,K-200,' ',PRADIUS[K-200],' ', 
NRADIUS[K-200], PRADIUS[K-200]/181,' ',ptheta[k-200]); 
WRITELN(T); 
END; 
CLOSE(f); 
CLOSE(T); 
END. 
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APPENDIX U COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF C,j 
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PROGRAM BULKCIJ(INPUT,OUTPUT); 
TYPE 
KIMHAN= ARRAY [1.6, 1..6] OF REAL; 
VAR 
VOLA, VOLB, VOLMA, WTALA, WTALB, WTALMA, WTVA, WTVB, 
WTVMA, VAAl, VAA2, VAA3, VAB, RAAl, RAA2, RAA3, RAB, 
VMAAl, VMAA2, VMAA3, VMAB, RMAAl, RMAA2, RMAA3, RMAB; REAL; 
PHI, PSI, THETA; ARRAY [1.3] OF REAL; {AULER ANGLES} 
SACIJ, SBCIJ, SMACIJ, PACIJ, PBCIJ, PMACIJ, RMACIJ{VOIGT}, 
DPMACIJ, VTCIJ, RTCIJ, RPACIJ, RPBCIJ, RPMACIJ, HPACIJ, HPBCIJ, 
HPMACIJ: KIMHAN; 
I,J,L:INTEGER; F: TEXT; 
PROCEDURE ALPHACIJ(pVOLA, pWTALA, pWTVA: REAL; 
VAR pSACIJ: KIMHAN); 
VAR 
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CORRECT: REAL; PI,PJ: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR PI:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR PJ:= 1 TO 6 DO PSACIJ[PI,PJ]:=0; 
CORRECT:=1+0.022*PWTALA-0.042*PWTVA; 
(CORRECTION FOR THE ALLOYING ELEMENTS)} 
PS ACIJ[ 1,1 ] :=160*CORRECT; PS ACIJ[2,2] :=PS ACIJ[ 1,1]; 
PSACIJ[ 1,2] :=90*CORRECT; PSACIJ[2,1 ] :=PS ACIJ[ 1,2]; 
PSACIJ[l,3]:=66*CORRECT; PSACIJ[3,1]:=PSACIJ[1,3]; 
PSACIJ[2,3]:=PSACIJ[1,3]; PSACIJ[3,2]:=PSACIJ[1,3]; 
PSACIJ[3,3]:=181 *CORRECT; PSACIJ[4,4]:=46.5*CORRECT; 
PSACIJ[5,5]:=PSACIJ[4,4]; PSACIJ[6,6]:=35*CORRECT; 
END; 
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PROCEDURE BETACIJ(pVOLB, pWTALB, pWTVB: REAL; 
VAR pSBCIJ: KIMHAN); 
VAR 
PI, PJ:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR PI:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR PJ:=1 TO 6 DO PSBCIJ[PI,PJ]:=0; 
PSBCIJ[1,1]:=102.3994+1.270538*PWTVB; PSBCIJ[2,2]:=PSBCIJ[1,1]; 
PSBCIJ[3,3] :=PSBCIJ[ 1,1 ]; 
PSBCIJ[4,4];=38.80929+0.0456*PWTVB;PSBCIJ[5,5];=PSBCIJ[4,4]; 
PSBCIJ[6,6] :=PSBCIJ[4,4]; 
PSBCIJ[ 1,2] :=92.86901 +0.259315*PWTVB; 
PSBCIJ[2,1 ]:=PSBCIJ[ 1,2]; PSBCIJ[ 1,3]:=PSBCIJ[ 1,2]; 
PSBCIJ[3,1 ];=PSBCIJ[ 1,2]; PSBCIJ[2,3]:=PSBCIJ[ 1,3]; 
PSBCIJ[3,2];=PSBCIJ[1,3]; 
END; 
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PROCEDURE CUBIC(PSCIJ: KIMHAN; {SINGLE CRYSTAL ELASTIC CONSTANTS} 
VAR PPCIJ: KIMHAN; 
VAR RPCIJ:KIMHAN); 
VAR 
PI,PJ:INTEGER; 
CO, RHAMDA, MEW: REAL; {ANISOTROPY} 
SiKIMHAN; 
BEGIN 
F0RPI:=1 TO 6 DO 
F0RPJ:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
PPCIJ[PI,PJ]:=PSCIJ[PI,PJ]; 
RPCIJ[PI,PJ];=0; 
END; 
CO:=PSCIJ[ 1,1 ]-PSCIJ[ 1,2]-2*PSCIJ[4,4]; 
{VOIGT AVERAGE} 
PPCIJ[ 1,1 ]:=PSCIJ[ 1,1 ]-2*C0/5; PPCIJ[2,2]:=PPCIJ[ 1,1]; 
PPCIJ[3,3]:=PPCIJ[1,1];PPCIJ[4,4]:=PSCIJ[4,4]+C0/5;PPCIJ[5,5]:=PPCIJ[4,4]; 
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PPCIJ[6,6]:=PPCIJ[4,4]; PPCIJ[ 1,2]:=PSCIJ[ 1,2]+C0/5; PPCIJ[2,1 ]:=PPCIJ[ 1,2]; 
PPCIJ[1,3]:=PPCIJ[1,2];PPCIJ[3,1]:=PPCIJ[1,3];PPCIJ[2,3]:=PPCIJ[1,2]; 
PPCIJ[3,2]:=PPCIJ[2,3]; 
{REUSS AVERAGE} 
S[1,1];=(PSCIJ[1,1]+PSCIJ[1,2]) 
/((PSCIJ[1,1]+2*PSCIJ[1,2])*(PSCIJ[1,1]-PSCIJ[1,2])); 
S[ 1,2] :=-PSCIJ[ 1,2]/((PSCIJ[ 1,1 ]+2*PSCIJ[ 1,2])*(PSCIJ[ 1,1 ]-PSCIJ[ 1,2])); 
S[4,4]:=1/PSCU[4,4]; 
MEW;=5/(4*S[ 1,1 ]-4* S[ 1,2]+3 * S[4,4]); 
RHAMDA:=1/(3*(S[ 1,1 ]+2*S[ 1,2]))-2/3 *MEW; 
RPCIJ[1,1];=RHAMDA+2»MEW; RPCIJ[1,2];=RHAMDA; RPCIJ[4,4]:=MEW; 
RPCIJ[2,2];=RPCIJ[1,1];RPCIJ[3,3]:=RPCIJ[1,1];RPCIJ[5,5]:=RPCIJ[4,4]; 
RPCIJ[6,6]:=RPCIJ[4,4], RPCIJ[2,1 ]:=RPCIJ[ 1,2]; RPCIJ[ 1,3]:=RPCIJ[ 1,2]; 
RPCIJ[3,1 ];=RPCIJ[ 1,3]; RPCIJ[2,3];=RPCIJ[ 1,2]; RPCIJ[3,2]:=RPCIJ[2,3]; 
END; 
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PROCEDURE HEXAGONAL (PSC; KIMHAN; 
VAR PPC; KIMHAN; 
VAR RPC;KIMHAN; 
VAR VA1,VA2,VA3,VB,RA1,RA2,RA3,RB;REAL); 
VAR 
PI,PJ; INTEGER; 
C0,AS0,AS1,AS2,AS3,AS4: REAL; 
S,SO:KIMHAN; 
BEGIN 
F0RPI:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR PJ:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
PPC[PI,PJ];=0; RPC[PI,PJ]:=0; 
END; 
{VOGT AVERAGE} 
PPC[1,1 ];=1/15*(8*PSC[ 1,1 ]+3*PSC[3,3]+4*PSC[ 1,3]+8*PSC[4,4]); 
PPC[1,2];=1/15*(PSC[1,1]+5*PSC[1,2]+PSC[3,3]+8*PSC[1,3]-4*PSC[4,4]); 
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PPC[4,4]:=1/30*(7*PSC[1,1]-5*PSC[1,2]+2*PSC[3,3]-4*PSC[1,3]+12*PSC[4,4]); 
PPC[2,2]:=PPC[1,1]; PPC[3,3]:=PPC[1,1]; PPC[2,1]:=PPC[1,2]; 
PPC[1,3]:=PPC[1,2]; PPC[3,1]:=PPC[1,2]; PPC[3,2]:=PPC[1,2]; 
PPC[2,3]:=PPC[1,2]; PPC[5,5]:=PPC[4,4]; PPC[6,6];=PPCL4,4]; 
{VOIGT ANISOTROPY} 
VA1:=4*PSC[1,1]-3*PSC[3,3]-PSC[1,3]-2*PSC[4,4]; 
VA2:=PSC[1,1]-7*PSC[1,2]+PSC[3,3]+5*PSC[1,3]-4*PSC[4,4]; 
VA3 :=-5*PSC[ I, I ]+7*PSC[ 1,2]+2*PSC[3,3]-4»PSC[ 1,3]+6*PSC[4,4]; 
VB:=PSC[1,1]+PSC[3,3]-2*PSC[1,3]-4*PSC[4,4]; 
{REUSS AVERAGE} 
C0:=PSC[3,3]*(PSC[l,l]+PSC[l,2])-2*PSC[l,3]*PSC[l,3]; 
S[ 1,1 ] :=0.5*(PSC[3,3]/C0+ 1/(PSC[ 1,1 ]-PSC[ 1,2])); 
S[1,2]:=0.5*(PSC[3,3]/C0-1/(PSC[1,1]-PSC[1,2])); 
S[3,3] :=(PSC[ 1,1 ]+PSC[ 1,2])/C0; 
S[1,3]:=-PSC[1,3]/C0; 
S[4,4]:=1/PSC[4,4]; 
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S0[1,1]:=1/15*(8*S[1,1]+3*S[3,3]+4*S[1,3]+2*S[4,4]); 
S0[1,2]:=1/15*(S[1,1]+5*S[1,2]+S[3,3]+8*S[1,3]-S[4,4]); 
S0[4,4]:=2/15*(7*S[1,1]-5*S[1,2]+2*S[3,3]-4*S[1,3]+3*S[4,4]); 
RPC[1,1]:=(S0[1,1]+S0[1,2])/((S0[1,1]-S0[1,2])*(S0[1,1]+2*S0[1,2])); 
RPC[1,2]:=-SO[1,2]/((SO[1,1]-SO[1,2])*(SO[1,1]+2*SO[1,2])); 
RPC [4,4]:=1/S0[4,4]; RPC[2,2]:=RPC[1,1]; RPC[3,3]:=RPC[1,1]; 
RPC[2,1]:=RPC[1,2]; RPC[1,3]~RPC[1,2]; RPC[3,1];=RPC[1,2]; 
RPC[3,2]:=RPC[1,2]; RPC[2,3]:=RPC[1,2]; RPC[5,5]:=RPC[4,4]; 
RPC[6,6]:=RPC[4,4]; 
{REUSS ANISOTROPY} 
AS0:=S[1,1]+S[1,2]-S[3,3]-S[1,3]; AS1;=4»S[U]-3*S[3,3]-S[1,3]-0.5*S[4,4]; 
AS2;=S[1,1]-7*S[1,2]+S[3,3]+5*S[1,3]-S[4,4]; 
AS3:=-5»S[1,1]+7»S[1,2]+2*S[3,3]-4*S[1,3]+1.5»S[4,4]; 
AS4:=SI1,1]+S[3,3]-2*S[1,3]-S[4,4]; 
RA1:=-4*RPC[4,4]»RPC[4.4]*AS1-14*RPC[1,2]*RPC[4,4]*AS0; 
RA2;=-4*RPC[4,4]*RPC[4,4]*AS2+14»RPC[1,2]*RPC[4,4]*AS0; 
RA3:=-4*RPC[4,4]*RPC[4,4]*AS3;RB:=-4*RPC[4,4]*RPC[4,4]*AS4; 
END; 
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PROCEDURE MATNALPHA(PHI, THETA, PSI: REAL; 
C: KIMHAN; 
VAR CNEW: KIMHAN); 
VAR 
A:ARRAY [1 ..6,1. 6] OF REAL; 
M0DE,M,N,0,P,R,I,J,K,L,Q,Q1,Q2,Q3,X,Y,X1,Y1;INTEGER; 
DUMMY:REAL; 
BEGIN 
FOR Q:=l TO 6 DO FOR R:=l TO 6 DO CNEW[Q,R]:=0; 
PHI:=PHI/180»PI; THETA:=THETA/180*PI; PSI:=PSI/180*PI; 
A[ 1,1 ] :=COS(PSI)*COS(PHI)-COS(THETA)*SIN(PHI)* SIN(PSI); 
A[l,23:=-SIN(PSI)*COS(PHI)-COS(THETA)*SIN(PHI)*COS(PSI); 
A[1,3]:=SIN(THETA)*SIN(PHI); 
A[2,1]:=C0S(PSI)*SIN(PHI)+C0S(THETA)*C0S(PHI)*SIN(PSI); 
A[2,2]:=-SIN(PSI)*SIN(PHI)+COS(THETA)*COS(PHI)*COS(PSI); 
A[2,3]:=-SIN(THETA)*COS(Pffl); 
A[3,1]:=SIN(THETA)*SIN(PSI); A[3,2]:=SIN(THETA)*COS(PSI); 
A[3,3]:=COS(THETA); 
DUMMY:=0; 
FOR I;=l TO 3 DO 
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BEGIN 
FOR J;=I TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
F0RK:=1T0 3 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR L:=K TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((1=1) AND (J=l)) THEN Xl:=l; 
IF (((1=1) AND (J=2)) OR ((1=2) AND(J=1))) THEN XI ;=6; 
IF (((1=1) AND (J=3)) OR ((1=3) AND (J=l))) THEN XI :=5; 
IF ((1=2) AND (J=2)) THEN XI :=2; 
IF (((1=2) AND (J=3)) OR ((1=3) AND (J=2))) THEN XI :=4; 
IF ((1=3) AND (J=3)) THEN Xl;=3; 
IF ((K=l) AND (L=l)) THEN Y1 :=1; 
IF (((K=l) AND (L=2)) OR ((K=2) AND (L=l))) THEN Yl;=6; 
IF (((K=l) AND (L=3)) OR ((K=3) AND (L=l))) THEN Y1 =5; 
IF ((K=2) AND (L=2)) THEN Y1 :=2; 
IF (((K=2) AND (L=3)) OR ((K=3) AND (L=2))) THEN Yl:=4; 
IF ((K=3) AND (L=3)) THEN Y1 ;=3; 
F0RM:=1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
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F0RN:=1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR 0;=1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
F0RP:=1T0 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((M=l) AND (N=l)) THEN X:=l; 
IF (((M=l) AND (N=2)) OR ((M=2) AND (N=l))) THEN X:=6; 
IF (((M=l) AND (N=3)) OR ((M=3) AND (N=l))) THEN X:=5; 
IF ((M=2) AND (N=2)) THEN X:=2; 
IF (((M=2) AND (N=3)) OR ((M=3) AND (N=2))) THEN X:=4; 
IF ((M=3) AND (N=3)) THEN X:=3; 
IF ((0=1) AND (P=l)) THEN Y:=l; 
IF (((0=1) AND (P=2)) OR ((0=2) AND (P=l))) THEN Y:=6; 
IF (((0=1) AND (P=3)) OR ((0=3) AND (P=l))) THEN Y:=5; 
IF ((0=2) AND (P=2)) THEN Y:=2; 
IF (((0=2) AND (P=3)) OR ((0=3) AND (P=2))) THEN Y:=4; 
IF ((0=3) AND (P=3)) THEN Y:=3; 
DUMMY:=DUMMY+A[I,M]*A[J,N]*A[K,0]*A[L,P]*C[X,Y]; 
END; 
END; 
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END; 
END; 
CNEW[X1 ,Y1 ] :=DUMMY; 
DUMMY:=0; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
BEGIN 
ASSIGN(F, 'D;\kim\annl800.DAT); REWRITE(F); 
WRITELN(THIS PROGRAM IS CONSTRUCTED TO CALCULATE ELASTIC 
CONSTANTS'); 
WRITELNCTHERE ARE THREE PHASES (ALPHA, BETA, MALPHA).'); 
WRITELN('HERE, MALPHAIS MARTENSITIC PHASE.'); 
WRITELN('ELASITC CONSTANTANTS ARE DEPENDENT ON'); 
WRITELN('THE VOLUME RATIOS OF THOSE PHASES '); 
WRITELNCENTER THE INFORMATION ABOUT ALPHA.'); 
WRITELNCENTER VOLUME RATIO OF ALPHA.'); READLN(VOLA); 
WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF ALUMINUM IN ALPHA.'); READLN(WTALA); 
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WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF VANADIUM IN ALPHA.'); READLN(WTVA); 
WRITELN(F, 'ALPHA; ','VOL%;', VOLA,' WTAL:', WTALA,' WTV: ',WTVA); 
ALPHACIJ(VOLA, WTALA, WTVA, SACIJ); WRITELN('ALPHA'); 
WRITELN(F); 
FORI-1 TO 6DO 
BEGIN 
F0RJ:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(SACIJ[I,J]:8); 
END, 
WRITELN; 
END; 
WRITELNCENTER THE INFORMATION ABOUT BETA.'); 
WRITELNCENTER VOLUME RATIO OF BETA.'); READLN(VOLB); 
WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF ALUMINUM IN BETA.'); READLN(WTALB); 
WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF VANADIUM IN BETA.'); READLN(WTVB); 
WRITELN(F, 'BETA: •,'VOL%;', VOLB,' WTAL:WTALB,' WTV: ',WTVB); 
BETACIJ(VOLB, WTALB, WTVB, SBCIJ); 
WRITELNCBETA'); WRITELN(F); 
F0RI:=1 TO 6 DO 
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BEGIN 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(SBCIJ[I,J]:8); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
WRITELNCENTER THE INFORMATION ABOUT MARTENSITIC ALPHA.'); 
WRITELNCENTER VOLUME RATIO OF MARTENSITIC ALPHA.'); 
READLN(VOLMA); 
WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF ALUMINUM IN MARTENSITIC ALPHA.'); 
READLN(WTALMA); 
WRITELNCENTER WT.% OF VANADIUM IN MARTENSITIC ALPHA.'); 
READLN(WTVMA); 
WRITELN(F, 'MATRTEN: ','VOL%:', VOLMA,' WTAL:', WTALMA,' WTV: ',WTVMA); 
ALPHACIJ(VOLMA, WTALMA, WTVMA, SMACIJ); WRITELN(F); 
WRITELN(F,'ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL'); 
WRITELN(F,'r,'J','',' ALPHA ',' BETA ', 'MARTENSITES'); 
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FOR I:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(SMACIJ[I,J]:8); 
WRITELN(F,I,J,' •,SACIJ[I,J],SBCIJ[I,J],SMACIJ[I,J]); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
{FROM NOW ON, CALCULATE THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF THE 
POLYCRYSTALLINE. HERE, THE BULK SAMPLE WAS ASSUMED TO BE 
ISOTROPIC WITH ORTHORHOMBIC SYMMETRY AND VOIGHT AVERAGE WAS 
USED.} 
FOR 1=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
VTCIJ[I,J]:=0; RTCIJ[I,J]:=0; PMACIJ[I,J]:=0; 
END; 
WRITELNCPOLYCRYSTALLINE CIJ OF BETA PHASE.'); 
CUBIC(SBCIJ, PBCIJ,RPBCIJ); 
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READLN; 
WRITELNCPOLYCRYSTALLINE CIJ OF ALPHA PHASE.'); 
HEXAGONAL(SACIJ, PACIJ, RPACIJ, VAAl, VAA2, VAA3, 
VAB, RAAl RAA2, RAA3, RAB); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(PACIJ[I,J].8); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
READLN; 
PHI[1]:=45; PHI[2]:=90; PHI[3]:=0; 
THETA[l]:=-90; THETA[2]:=45; THETA[3]:=-45; 
PSI[1]:=125.26; PSI[2]:=144.74; PSI[3]:=35.26; 
FOR1=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO DPMACIJ[I,J]:=0; 
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F0RL:=1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF L=1 THEN 
BEGIN 
MATNALPHA(PHI[1], THETA[L], PSI[1], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I:=l TO 6 DO 
F0RJ;=1T0 6D0 
PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(-PHI[1], THETA[L], PSI[1], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR 1=1 TO 6 DO 
F0RJ;=1 TO 6 DO 
PMACIJ[I,J];=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[1], THETA[L], -PSI[1], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR 1:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J];=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(-PHI[1], THETA[L], -PSI[1], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
F0RI:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J;=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
END; 
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IF L=2 THEN 
BEGIN 
MATNALPHA(PHI[2], THETA[L], PSI[2], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I:=l TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J];=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[2], THETA[L], -PSI[2], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[3], THETA[L], PSI[2], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
FOR J;=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(-PHI[3], THETA[L], -PSI[2], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
END; 
IF L=3 THEN 
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BEGIN 
MATNALPHA(PHI[2], THETA[L], PSI[3], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[2], THETA[L], -PSI[3], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
FOR I~1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[3], THETA[L], PSI[3], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
F0RI:=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J;=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J]:=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
MATNALPHA(PHI[3], THETA[L], -PSI[3], SMACIJ, DPMACIJ); 
F0RI;=1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO PMACIJ[I,J];=PMACIJ[I,J]+DPMACIJ[I,J]; 
END; 
END; 
HEXAGONAL(SMACIJ, RMACIJ, RPMACIJ, VMAAl, VMAA2, VMAA3, 
VMAB, RMAAl, RMAA2, RMAA3, RMAB); 
WRITELNCMARTENSITIC ALPHA'); WRITELN(F); 
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WRITELN(F,' VOIGT AVERAGE'); 
WRITELN(F,'r, 'J • ALPHA(RANDOM) BETA(RANDOM) 
'MARTENSITE(12) ']VIARTENSITE(V) '); 
WRITELN(F); 
F0RI:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J:=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
PMACIJ[I, J] :=PMACIJ[I, J]/12; 
IF abs(PMACIJ[I,J])<lE-5 THEN PMACIJ[I,J]:=0; 
WRITELN(PMACIJ[I,J]:8); 
WRITELN(F,I,J,PACIJ[I,J],'PBCIJ[I,J],' •,PMACIJ[I,J], 
'RMACIJ[I,J]); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
WRITELN(F,'REUSS AVERAGE'); 
WRITELN(F); 
FOR 1=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
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F0RJ:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(F,I,J,RPACIJ[I,J],'RPBCU[I,J],' ',RPMACIJ[I,J]); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
WRITELN(F, 'ANISOTROPY'); 
WRITELN(F, 'BETA PHASE: '/VOIGT;PBCIJ[1,1]-PBCIJ[1,2]-2*PBCIJ[4,4]); 
WRITELN(F, • '/REUSS;RPBCIJ[1,1]-RPBCIJ[1,2]-2*RPBCIJ[4,4]); 
WRITELN(f); 
WRITELN(F,'ALPHA PHASE ',' VOIGT '/REUSS '); WRITELN(F,"A1 
',VAA1,RAA1); 
WRITELN(F,'A2 ',VAA2,RAA2); 
WRITELN(F,'A3 ',VAA3,RAA3); 
WRITELN(f,'B ',VAB,RAB); 
WRITELN(F); 
WRITELN(F,'MARTENSITIC PHASE VOIGT ','REUSS '); 
WRITELN(F,'A1 ',VMAA1,RMAA1); 
WRITELN(F,'A2 •,VMAA2,RMAA2); 
WRITELN(F,'A3 ',VMAA3,RMAA3); 
WRITELN(f,'B ',VMAB,RMAB); 
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WRITELN(F); WRITELN('BULK MODULI'); 
WRITELN(F, 'BULK MODULI'); 
FOR I;=l TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
F0RJ:=1 TO 6 DO 
BEGIN 
VTCIJ[I,J]:=VOLA*PACU[I,J]+VOLB'^PBCIJ[I,J]+VOLMA*RMACIJ[I,J]; 
RTCIJ[I,J]:=VOLA*RPACIJ[I,J]+VOLB*RPBCIJ[I,J]+VOLMA*RPMACU[I,J]; 
WRITELN(F,I,J,VTCIJ[I,J],' ',RTCIJ[I,J]); 
END; 
WRITELN; 
END; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN(f,' VOIGT',' ','REUSS'); 
WRITELN(F, 'CI r, VTCIJ[1,1], RTCIJ[1,1]); 
WRITELN(F, 'C12', VTCIJ[1,2],RTCIJ[1,2]); 
WRITELN(F, 'C44 ', VTCIJ[4.4], RTCIJ[4,4]); 
CLOSE(F); 
END. 
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APPEDK ID. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF COLONIES IN A MACROGRAIN 
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PROGRAM IDTEXTURE(INPUT,OUTPUT); 
USES GRAPH,CRT; 
TYPE 
MESH = ARRAY [1..3500] OF INTEGER; 
VAR 
NOFDRAW, COUNT,NOFSEED, GRIDX, GRIDY, GRIDZ, TESTX,TESTY, 
TESTZ,I,J,K, TRY,GD,GM,ID, TRIAL,X, Y, Z, PICK, ADDRESS,R, PTl, 
PT2:INTEGER; 
SEEDX, SEEDY, SEEDZ, COLONY,MAP,XMAP, YMAP, ZMAP, DRAW: 
MESH; P, N: ARRAY [0..30] OF REAL; FiTEXT; 
BEGIN 
CLRSCR; 
{ WRITELNCENTER NUMBER OF GRIDS IN X, Y AND Z(<=15).'); READ(GRIDX, 
GRIDY, GRIDZ);} 
GRIDX:=8; GRIDY:=8; GRIDZ:=40; 
{ WRITELNCENTER NUMBER OF SEEDS. •); READ(NOFSEED); READLN;} 
NOFSEED:=100; 
RANDOMIZE; 
(INITIALIZE NET} 
ADDRESS :=0; 
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FOR 1=1 TO GRIDX DO 
FOR J:=l TO GRIDY DO 
FOR K:=l TO GRIDZ DO 
BEGIN 
ADDRESS:=ADDRESS+1; 
MAP[ADDRESS]:=(K-1)*GRIDX*GRIDY+(J-1)*GRIDX+I; 
XMAP[ADDRESS]:=I; YMAP[ADDRESS]:=J; 
ZMAP[ADDRESS]:=K; 
COLONY[ADDRESS] :=0; 
DRAW[ ADDRESS] :=0; END; 
{ PICK SEED POINTS RANDOMLY. 
OX, OY, OZ: LOCATION OF SEEDS 
MAP: LOCATION IN NET } 
COUNT:=0; NOFDRAW:=0; 
REPEAT 
{LOCATION OF SEED} 
SEEDX[C0UNT]:=RAND0M(GRIDX)+1; X:=SEEDX[COUNT]; 
SEEDY[C0UNT]:=RAND0M(GRIDY)+1; Y:=SEEDY[C0UNT]; 
SEEDZ[C0UNT]:=RAND0M(GRIDZ)+1; Z:=SEEDZ[COUNT]; 
ID:=(X-1 )*GRIDZ»GRIDY+(Y-1 )»GRIDZ+Z; 
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{CHAGE ID OF THE XYZ} 
IF C0L0NY[ID]<1 THEN 
BEGIN 
C0L0NY[ID] :=RAND0M(6)+1; NOFDRAW:=NOFDRAW+1; 
C0UNT;=C0UNT+1; DRAW[NOFDRAW]:=ID; 
{PUT THE XYZ IN DRAW BOX} 
WRITELN(NOFDRAW,'X, Y,'Z,'DRAW[NOFDRAW],' 
COLONY[DRAW[NOFDRAW]]); 
END; 
UNTIL COUNT>=NOFSEED; 
{GRAIN GROWTH} 
WRITELNCSTART GRAIN GROWTH.'); 
REPEAT 
PICK:=DRAW[RANDOM(NOFDRAW)+1 ]; 
{PICK AN XYZ FROM DRAW BOX} 
X:=XMAP[PICK]; Y:=YMAP[PICK]; Z:=ZMAP[PICK]; 
IF (X>GRIDX) OR (Y>GRIDY) OR (Z>GRIDZ) THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(X, Y, • \Z,''); 
READLN; 
END; 
I:=-l TO 1 DO 
F0RJ:=-1 TO 1 DO 
FOR K;=-l TO 1 DO 
BEGIN 
TESTX:=X+I; TESTY:=Y+J; TESTZ:=Z+K; 
IF ((TESTX<=GRIDX) AND (TESTX>0)) AND 
((TESTY<=GRIDY) AND (TESTY>0)) AND 
((TESTZ<=GRIDZ) AND (TESTZ>0)) THEN 
BEGIN 
ID:=(TESTX-1 )*GRIDZ*GRIDY+(TESTY-i )^GRIDZ+TESTZ; 
IF ID>GRIDX*GRIDY»GRIDZ THEN WRITELN(PICK,' \ID,' 
•JESTX, •TESTY,'TESTZ); 
IF (C0L0NY[ID]<1) AND (COLONY[PICK]>0) THEN 
BEGIN 
COLONY[ID] :=COLONY[PICK]; 
NOFDRAW:=NOFDR.W+1; 
DRAW[NOFDRAW] :=ID; 
END; 
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END; 
END; 
UNTIL NOFDRAW>=GRIDX*GRIDY*GRIDZ; 
ASSIGN(F,'D:\KIM\DATA\1 OOEL 1 A.DAT'); RE\VRITE(F); 
WRITELN(F, NOFDRAW); 
FOR I:=l TO NOFDRAW DO WRITELN(F, COLONY[DRAW[I]],' 
XMAP[DRAW[I]], 'YMAP[DRAW[I]],'ZMAP[DRAW[I]]); 
FOR K:=0 TO 30 DO 
BEGIN 
P[K]:=0; N[K]:=0; 
END; 
F0RK:=1 TO 10000 DO 
BEGIN 
PTl :=RAND0M(N0FDRAW)+1; PT2:=RAND0M(N0FDRAW)+1; 
R:=ROLTND(SQRT(SQR(XM AP[PT 1 ]-XMAP[PT2]) + 
SQR(YMAP[PT1]-YMAP[PT2]) + SQR(ZMAP[PT1]-ZMAP[PT2]))); 
N[R]:=N[R]+1; 
IF C0L0NY[PT1]=C0L0NY[PT2] THEN P[R]:=P[R]+1; 
END; 
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WRITELN(F, -NUMBER OF GRIDS:GRIDX; '.GRIDY,' ^ GRIDZ); 
WRITELN(F, •NUMBER OF SEEDS:NOFSEED); 
WRITELN(F,'R',' PROBABILITY ' TOTAL'); 
FOR J;=0 TO 30 DO 
IF N[J]=0 THEN WRITELN(F,j; P[J],' ',N[J]) 
ELSE WRITELN(F,J,'P[J]/N[J],' •,N[J]);} 
FOR J:=l TO NOFDRAW DO {SAFETY DEVICE} 
BEGIN 
TRIAL:=J; 
FOR K:=TRIAL+1 TO NOFDRAW DO 
BEGIN 
IF DRAW[TRIAL]=DRAW[K] THEN WRITELN('PROBLEM IN 
DRAW '.TRIAL,'', DRAW[TRIAL]); 
END; 
END; 
CLOSE(F); 
CLRSCR; GD:=0;GM;=1; 
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INITGR.'^PHCGD, GM, 'C'); IF GRAPHRESULToGROK THEN HALT( 1); 
FOR 1=1 TO NOFDRAW DO 
IF XMAP[I]=7 THEN PUTPIXEL(YMAP[I]+320, ZMAP[I]+240, 
C0L0NY[I]+3) 
ELSE IF XMAP[I]=6 THEN 
PUTPIXEL(YMAP[I], ZMAP[I], C0L0N"Y[I]+3); 
READLN; 
CLOSEGRAPH; 
END. 
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APPENDIX IV. RMS NOISE AND FOM OF TI ALLOYSAMPLES (A, B, D-K) 
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